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What next?

government doesn’t pay any attention to the public
will, etc. Under conditions like this you would expect a
landslide against any opposition. But there wasn’t one.
Why wasn’t there a landslide? This goes off in an
interesting
direction. And in other respects the outcome
oam
homsky
was pretty familiar. So once again, the election was
Let’s begin with the elections. The word that essentially bought. 9 out of 10 of the victors outspent
the rolls off of everyone’s tongue is historic. And I agree their opponents. Obama of course outspent McCain. The
it was an historic election. To have a black family in data show that both Obama and McCain were getting
the white house is a momentous achievement. In fact, the bulk of their financing from the financial institutions.
it’s historic in a broader sense. The two Democratic And for Obama it was law firms, which means essentially
candidates were an African-American and a woman. Both lobbyists. The distribution of funding has over time been
remarkable achievements. If we go back 40 years, this a pretty good predictor of what policies will be like.
There’s very good scholarly work on this by
would have been unthinkable. So something’s happened
Tom
Ferguson
of UMASS Boston, on what he calls the
to the country. We’re not supposed to mention it, but there
investment
theory
of politics. He argues essentially that
was extensive and very constructive activism in the 1960s
elections are moments when
which has had consequences.
groups
of investors coalesce and
The feminist movement, which
Obama
did
organize
a
invest
to
control the state and have
mostly developed in the 70s,
quite
substantial
predictive success.
the solidarity movements of the
large
The
response
to the election
80’s, and on until today. And this
was
interesting
and
instructive.
It
activism did civilize the country.
people
kept
pretty
much
to
the
soaring
The country’s a lot more civilized
rhetoric, to borrow the cliché that
than it was 40 years ago and the
in what’s called in the press,
was
the major theme of the election!
historic achievements illustrate it.
The
election was described as an
This is also a lesson for what’s next. Obama’s Army. But
extraordinary
display of democracy,
What’s next will depend
take
a
miracle
that
could only happen in
on whether the same thing
America,
and
on and on. There’s
happens. Change and progress
instructions,
not
implement,
some
accuracy
in this if we keep to
are very rarely gifts from above.
the
West.
It
couldn’t
have happened
They come out of struggles from
introduce
or
anywhere
else.
Europe
is much
below. And the answer to what’s
more
racist
than
the
United
States,
next depends on the people.
encourage so you wouldn’t expect anything
Nobody else can answer it. It’s
like this to happen over there.
not predictable. In some ways,
its candidate to
On the other hand, if you
the election was surprising. But
look
at
the rest of world, it’s not
if the financial crisis hadn’t taken
that
remarkable.
So let’s take the
place at the moment that it did,
poorest
countries
in the Western
if it had been delayed a couple
Hemisphere:
Haiti
and
Bolivia.
In
Haiti,
there was an
of months, the election would have been predictable.
election
in
1990
which
was
an
extraordinary
display of
But one thing surprising about the election was
democracy.
There
were
grassroots
and
popular
movements
that it wasn’t a landslide. By the usual criteria, you would
expect the opposition party to win in a landslide under that developed in the slums and the hills, which nobody was
conditions like the ones that exist today. The incumbent paying any attention to. And they managed, even without
president for eight years was so unpopular that his own any resources, to sweep into power their own candidate, a
party couldn’t mention his name and had to pretend to be populist priest, Jean-Bertrand Aristide. It’s a victory for
opposing his policies. He presided over the worst record democracy when popular movements can organize and set
for ordinary people in post-war history, in terms of job programs, pick their own candidates and put them into office.
This is not what happened here, of course. I
growth, real wealth and so on. Just about everything
mean,
Obama
did organize a large number of enthusiastic
the administration touched turned into a disaster. The
people
in
what’s
called in the press, Obama’s Army. But
country has reached the lowest level of standing in the
the
army
is
supposed
to take instructions, not implement,
world that it’s ever had. The economy is tanking. Several
introduce
or
develop
programs and encourage its
recessions are taking place. Not just the one on the front
candidate
to
implement
them.
That’s critical. If the army
pages, the financial recession. There’s also a recession
keeps
to
that
condition,
nothing
much will change. If it
in the real economy, the productive economy. So 80%
on
the
other
hand
goes
the
way
activists
did in the sixties,
of the population say that the country’s going in the
a
lot
can
change.
That’s
one
of
the
choices
that has to
wrong direction. About 80% say the government doesn’t
be
made.
That’s
what
happened
in
Haiti.
Of
course
that
work to the benefit of the people, only for the few and
didn’t
last
very
long.
A
couple
of
months
later,
there
was
the special interests. A startling 94% complain that the
8
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enthusiastic

the army
is supposed to

develop
programs and

implement them.
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a military coup, a period of terror. We won’t go through
the whole record. Up until the present, the traditional
torturers of Haiti, France, and the United States have
made sure that there won’t be a victory for democracy
there. It’s a miserable story, contrary to many rumors.
Take the second poorest country, Bolivia. There was
an election in 2005 that’s almost unimaginable in the West.
Certainly here. The person elected into office, Evo Morales,
was indigenous. That’s the most oppressed population of
survivors in the hemisphere. He was a poor peasant. How
did he get in? Well, he got in because there was, again, a mass
popular movement which elected their own representative.
And they were the source of their programs and issues.
Real and serious ones. The people knew them. Control
over resources, cultural rights, social justice, and so on.
Furthermore, the election was just an event that
was a particular stage in a long continuing struggle. The
day when people pushed the levers was just one event in
an ongoing popular struggle. A couple of years ago there
was a major struggle over the privatization of water, which
deprived a good part of the population of water to drink.
And it was a bitter struggle. A lot of people were killed. But
they won it with the help of international solidarity. And it
continues. Now that’s a real election. Again, the plans and
programs are being developed and acted on constantly by
mass popular movements which then select representatives
from their own ranks to carry out their programs.
And that’s quite different from what happened here.
What happened here is only understood as
management by elite elements. The public relations
industry which runs elections here--quadrennial
extravaganzas essentially--keeps real issues on the
margins and focuses on personalities and character
issues, etc. They do that for good reasons. They look at
public opinion studies and know perfectly well that on
a host of major issues both parties are well to the right
of the population. That’s one good reason to keep issues
off the table. And they recognize how this succeeds.
So, every year the advertising industry gives a
prize to the best marketing campaign of the year. This
year Obama won the prize. Beat out Apple. The best
marketing campaign of 2008. Which is correct. Now
that’s quite different from what happens in a functioning
democracy like say Bolivia or Haiti, except for the fact
that it was crushed. And in the South, it’s not all that
uncommon. Notice that in each of these cases there’s
an extraordinary display of democracy in action, much
more than what we’ve seen--important as it was--here.
And so the rhetoric, especially in Europe, is
correct if we maintain our own narrow racist perspective
and say yeah, what happened in the South didn’t happen
or doesn’t even matter. What only matters is that we
do what we do by our own standards, and by these
standards it was an extraordinary miracle. But not by the
standards of a functioning democracy! In fact, there’s
a distinction in democratic theory which applies here.
The question is: what is a democracy supposed to
be? This goes back to the constitutional convention, but
has been articulated pretty well during the 20th century

by important figures. So at the liberal end, the progressive
end, the leading public intellectual of the 20th century
was Walter Lippman, a Wilson, Roosevelt, Kennedy
progressive. He took a position not all that different
from James Madison’s. He said that in a democracy the
population has a function. Its function is to be spectators,
not participants. He didn’t call it the population. He called
it the ignorant and meddlesome outsiders. The ignorant
and meddlesome outsiders have a function, namely to
watch what’s going on. And to push a lever every once in a
while and then go home. The participants are us privileged,
smart guys. Well, that’s one conception of democracy. And
we’ve essentially seen an episode of it. The population
very often doesn’t accept this. As I mentioned, according
to very recent polls, people overwhelmingly oppose
this. But they’re atomized, separated. Many of them feel
hopeless, unorganized, and don’t feel they can do anything
about it. So they dislike it. But that’s where it ends.
In a functioning democracy, like say Bolivia or the
United States in earlier stages, they did something about
it. That’s why we have the New Deal and Great Society
programs. In fact just about any gains we’ve made, in
women’s rights, ending slavery, go back as far as you like,
these didn’t happen as a gift. And it’s not going to happen
in the future. The commentators are pretty well aware of
this. They don’t put it the way I’m going to, but if you read
the press, it does come out. So take our local newspaper at
the liberal end of the spectrum, the Boston Globe. Right
after the election there was a lead front page story on how
Obama developed this wonderful grassroots army, but
that he doesn’t have any debts. Which is supposed to be a
good thing. So he’s free to do what he likes. The normal
democratic constituency, labor, women, minorities and so
on, didn’t bring him into office so he owes them nothing!
What he had was an organized army that got out the
vote. For what the press calls, Brand Obama. It essentially
agrees with the advertisers. His army was mobilized to
bring him into office. They accept the Lippman conception
of democracy, the ignorant and meddlesome outsiders are
supposed to do what they’re told and then go home. The
Wall Street Journal, at the opposite end of the spectrum,
also had an article about the same thing at roughly the
same time. It talked about the tremendous grassroots
army that has been developed, which is now waiting for
instructions. What should they do next to press forward
Obama’s agenda? Whatever that is. But whatever it is, the
army’s supposed to be out there taking instructions. The
Los Angeles Times had similar articles, and there are others.
What they don’t seem to realize is what they’re describing,
the ideal of what they’re describing, is dictatorship, not
democracy. Real democracy, not in Lippman’s sense, but
in the sense meant in much of the South, is about mass
popular movements developing programs, organizing to
take part in elections that are only one part of an ongoing
process, and bringing somebody from their own ranks
to implement the programs they develop. And, most
importantly, if the person doesn’t deliver they’re out.
So it’s up to us to choose which kind of democracy we
want. And again, that will determine what comes next.
9
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Well, what can we anticipate if the popular army,
the grassroots army, decides to accept their function as
spectators rather than participants? There’s two kinds
of evidence. There’s rhetoric and there’s action. The
rhetoric, you know, is very uplifting: change, hope, and
so on. Change was there for any party manager this year
who read the polls. Because people hate what’s going
on, and for good reasons. So the theme is change for
both parties, a desire to break from the past, reject the
old politics, and new things will happen, and so on. The
Obama campaign did better so they won the marketing
award. The public relations industry played a big role. In
advertising as everybody knows, the ads are not intended
to provide information about the product. The point of
advertising is to delude people with imagery: tales of a
football player, a sexy actress who drives to the moon in
a car, or something like that. But, that’s certainly not to
inform people. In fact, it’s to keep people uninformed.
The goal of advertising is to create uninformed
consumers who will make irrational choices. Those of
you who suffered through an economics course know that
markets are supposed to be based on informed consumers
making rational choices. But industry spends hundreds of
millions of dollars a year to undermine markets and produce
uninformed consumers who make irrational choices.
And when they turn to selling a candidate,
they do the same thing. They want uninformed voters
to make irrational choices based on the success
of illusion, slander, and effective body language,
or whatever else is supposed to be significant.
So you undermine democracy pretty much the
same way you undermine markets. Well, that’s the nature
of an election when it’s run by the business world, and you
expect it to be like that. There should be no surprise there.
And it should also turn out the elected candidate doesn’t have
any debts. So you can follow Brand Obama for whatever
they decide it means, not what the population decides.
So we have rhetoric. What are the actions?
So far the only actions are selections of personnel to
implement Brand Obama. The first choice was the Vice
President, Joe Biden, one of the strongest supporters of
the war in Iraq in the Senate, a long time Washington
insider who rarely deviates from the party vote. In cases
where he does deviate they’re not very uplifting. He did
break from the party and voted for a Senate resolution
that prevented people from getting rid of their debts by
going into bankruptcy. This was a blow against poor
people who’ve been caught up in the immense debt of
our current economy. But usually he’s a straight partyliner. The choice of Biden must have been a conscious
attempt to show contempt for the base of people who were
voting or organizing for Obama as an anti-war candidate.
The first post-election appointment was for Chief
of Staff, which is a crucial appointment; it determines
a large part of the president’s agenda. This was Rahm
Emanuel, one of the strongest supporters of the war in
Iraq in the House. In fact, he was the only member of
the Illinois delegation who voted for Bush’s effective
declaration of war. And he’s a longtime Washington
10

insider. Also, he’s one of the leading recipients in congress
of funding from the financial institutions. He himself
was an investment banker. This is the Chief of Staff.
The appointments responsible for what to
do about the financial crisis are a major problem too.
Choosing Larry Summers and others, many from the
Clinton era, is like, according to Dean Baker, selecting
Osama Bin Laden to run the war on terror. Their
records were reviewed in the business press. Bloomberg
News concluded that most of these people shouldn’t
be giving advice about the economy. They should be
given subpoenas! Most of them were involved in one or
another form of financial fraud, and that includes Rahm
Emanuel as well. What reason is there to think that the
people who brought this crisis about are going to fix it?
Well, these are good indications of what’s
likely to come next, at least if we look at actions…

C ITI Z ENSHIP
“Don’t talk to me about that,”
she said. “My son is over there
fighting for our freedom.”
“But why wouldn’t you want
to talk about it, you must be
proud!?,” I ask.
She stares in silence, like words
will waste the power of words,
dissolve their syntax.
“But you…don’t support our
troops…you must be with them
or against them…you can’t be
negative or they’ll lose their….
passion,” she stuttered.
“About what?,” I responded.
“Winning!!!”
“What?”
“We’re the best..if we look weak
we lose face and encourage..we
can’t look back!”
“To what?”
We lipsync glitches in the gulfs
between the shadows of the godgiven rout that stitch the threads
of our beliefs into mental afghans.
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The Optimism
of Uncertainty

I

Howard Zinn

n this awful world where the efforts of caring people
often pale in comparison to what is done by those who have
power, how do I manage to stay involved and seemingly
happy?
I am totally confident not that the world will get
better, but that we should not give up the game before all
the cards have been played. The
metaphor is deliberate; life is a
gamble. Not to play is to foreclose
any chance of winning. To play,
to act, is to create at least a
possibility of changing the world.
There is a tendency to
think that what we see in the
present moment will continue.
We forget how often we have
been astonished by the sudden
crumbling of institutions, by
extraordinary changes in people’s
thoughts, by unexpected eruptions
of rebellion against tyrannies, by
the quick collapse of systems of
power that seemed invincible.
What leaps out from the
history of the past hundred years
is its utter unpredictability. A
revolution to overthrow the czar
of Russia, in that most sluggish
of semi-feudal empires, not
only startled the most advanced
imperial powers but took Lenin
himself by surprise and sent him
rushing by train to Petrograd.
Who would have predicted the
bizarre shifts of World War II-the Nazi-Soviet pact (those
embarrassing photos of von Ribbentrop and Molotov
shaking hands), and the German Army rolling through
Russia, apparently invincible, causing colossal casualties,
being turned back at the gates of Leningrad, on the western
edge of Moscow, in the streets of Stalingrad, followed by
the defeat of the German army, with Hitler huddled in
his Berlin bunker, waiting to die? And then the postwar
world, taking a shape no one could have drawn in advance:
The Chinese Communist revolution, the tumultuous and
violent Cultural Revolution, and then another turnabout,

with post-Mao China renouncing its most fervently held
ideas and institutions, making overtures to the West,
cuddling up to capitalist enterprise, perplexing everyone.
No one foresaw the disintegration of the old
Western empires happening so quickly after the war, or
the odd array of societies that would be created in the
newly independent nations, from the benign village
socialism of Nyerere’s Tanzania to the madness of Idi
Amin’s adjacent Uganda. Spain became an astonishment.
I recall a veteran of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade telling
me that he could not imagine Spanish Fascism being
overthrown without another bloody war. But after Franco
was gone, a parliamentary democracy came into being,
open to Socialists, Communists, Anarchists, everyone.
The end of World War II left two superpowers
with their respective spheres of influence and control,
vying for military and political power. Yet they were
unable to control events, even in those parts of the world
considered to be their respective spheres of influence. The
failure of the Soviet Union to have
its way in Afghanistan, its decision
to withdraw after almost a decade
of ugly intervention, was the
most striking evidence that even
the possession of thermonuclear
weapons does not guarantee
domination over a determined
population. The United States has
faced the same reality. It waged a fullscale war in lndochina, conducting
the most brutal bombardment of
a tiny peninsula in world history,
and yet was forced to withdraw.
In the headlines every
day we see other instances of the
failure of the presumably powerful
over the presumably powerless,
as in Brazil, where a grassroots
movement of workers and the poor
elected a new president pledged
to fight destructive corporate
power. Looking at this catalogue
of huge surprises, it’s clear that
the struggle for justice should
never be abandoned because of the
apparent overwhelming power of
those who have the guns and the
money and who seem invincible
in their determination to hold on
to it. That apparent power has, again and again, proved
vulnerable to human qualities less measurable than
bombs and dollars: moral fervor, determination, unity,
organization, sacrifice, wit, ingenuity, courage, patience-whether by blacks in Alabama and South Africa, peasants
in El Salvador, Nicaragua and Vietnam, or workers and
intellectuals in Poland, Hungary and the Soviet Union
itself. No cold calculation of the balance of power need
deter people who are persuaded that their cause is just.
I have tried hard to match my friends in their

We don’t
have to

engage in
grand, heroic

actions to
participate
in the

process of
change.
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pessimism about the world (is it just my friends?), but
I keep encountering people who, in spite of all the
evidence of terrible things happening everywhere, give
me hope. Especially young people, in whom the future
rests. Wherever I go, I find such people. And beyond the
handful of activists there seem to be hundreds, thousands,
more who are open to unorthodox ideas. But they tend
not to know of one another’s existence, and so, while they
persist, they do so with the desperate patience of Sisyphus
endlessly pushing that boulder up the mountain. I try
to tell each group that it is not alone, and that the very
people who are disheartened by the absence of a national
movement are themselves proof of the potential for such
a movement. Revolutionary change does not come as one
cataclysmic moment (beware of such moments!), but as
an endless succession of surprises, moving zigzag toward
a more decent society. We don’t have to engage in grand,
heroic actions to participate in the process of change. Small
acts, when multiplied by millions of people, can transform

El e cti o n

the world. Even when we don’t “win,” there is fun and
fulfillment in the fact that we have been involved, with
other good people, in something worthwhile. We need hope.
An optimist isn’t necessarily a blithe, slightly
sappy whistler in the dark of our time. To be hopeful in
bad times is not just foolishly romantic. It is based on the
fact that human history is a history not only of cruelty but
also of compassion, sacrifice, courage, kindness. What we
choose to emphasize in this complex history will determine
our lives. If we see only the worst, it destroys our capacity
to do something. If we remember those times and places-and there are so many--where people have behaved
magnificently, this gives us the energy to act, and at least
the possibility of sending this spinning top of a world in a
different direction. And if we do act, in however small a
way, we don’t have to wait for some grand utopian future.
The future is an infinite succession of presents, and to live
now as we think human beings should live, in defiance
of all that is bad around us, is itself a marvelous victory.
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LET’EM
EAT TARP!
I

Alice Every

nequality is the cause and the result of our limited
democracy. Its increase over time has given excessive
power to elites who’ve used it to get even more. A real
economic recovery isn’t possible until we eliminate this
advantage and break this viciously unequal cycle.
As Larry Bartels shows in his recent Unequal
Democracy, a shift in the balance of power and wealth
over the past 35 years or so away from the lower orders
is responsible for this state. Economic policies, especially
under republican administrations, have simply made them
more unequal. Ever more true believers in the competitive
chase of the American Dream, trying to keep up the
pretense of equality, have been left with Chase credit
cards instead; a piece of the plastic rather than a piece
of the pie. Thanks, we might add, to the pre-approving
credit policies of banks that diverted this business to
Joe Biden’s Delaware, usury capital of the global order.
So it’s no surprise then that leaders have
become more out of touch with the people’s
concerns. There’s been a striking disconnect
between Wall Street and main street for many years.
Now Americans are conflicted about what equality
means. They give lip service to its abstract idea in founding
documents like the Declaration of Independence. It’s hard
to badmouth equality. But few really want blanket equality.
From surveys it’s clear that when it comes down to specific
policies most want inequality, or at least to be more equal
than the next person. Yet there’s also much anxiety about
the wealth gap, as seen in reactions to the “bailout.” A
CNN poll on 1/16/09 reported that 86% believe it didn’t
work. People know unfairness when they see and feel it.
Will Obama initiate change that will begin to
reverse this trend? He has few debts to the mass that elected
him. They’re mostly to his Wall Street funders rescued with
public funds. The filter-down stimulus plan reflects this.
There’s already reneging. Before the election
the rhetoric about the failed Bush policies was vitriolic.
Central to this failure was a tax system that had
inordinately benefited the rich. Now Obama was never
very ideological about it, calling for some wholesale
overhaul of the tax system by returning, for example,
to the days before Reagan obliterated its progressive
structure. His calls are for some nebulous fairness to
change course but not all that sharply or abruptly. So he’s
said recently that given the economic downturn we have
to put any revision of the Bush tax cuts on hold; that it
would be unwise at this time to raise taxes on the rich!
We need bold initiatives, unwelcomed by Wall
Street, that confront the root problem of inequality. The
14

tax system is crucial. Why can’t the media educate us
about it? Why is it that proposals to reverse the Bush
tax cuts are called tax increases, which of course many
will reject? No one wants their taxes to go up, least of all
the lower and middle sectors who’ve bore the brunt of
the shift that’s followed these tax cuts in the first place.
As Bartels claims, the amount of money
transferred from the public purse in the 01 and 03 tax
cuts--trillions of dollars--is in effect the value of the
increased inequality we now face, enough to wipe out
deficits and pay for a stimulus package with teeth. And
adding the Wall Street bailout into the equation, a transfer
of wealth to the elite that has not filtered down, the
deficit vanishes! Why isn’t Obama calling for a reversal
of this colossal unfairness, even demanding a payback?
Revisiting the tax issue is simply not on
the agenda. The status quo is the state of fairness,
and any change means raising taxes and of course
redistributing wealth and, in John McCain’s demagogic
misrepresentation, “class warfare!” Redistribution is an
idea that only applies to policies that attempt to correct
top-down redistributions that initiate the warfare. It’s a
one-way process, and this is largely why poverty persists.
To what extent does this reflect the lack
of progressive appointments in Obama’s cabinet?
Can Obama create a new mindset? As Robert
Reich argues, unless there’s a frontal assault on inequality,
nothing much will really change. There’s so many out there
who simply don’t have the spending power to kickstart
this economy. They are so deeply in debt, as a result of the
erosion of actual wages over the past 35 years, that they will
continue to be a drag on the economy for some time to come.
The whole issue of debt has to be rethought. The
windfall profits from usurious credit card policies need to
be paid back in the form of debt cancellation. We need to
revisit the bank-backed bankruptcy law change from a few
years ago that blames the victims of failed policies, and then
restrict the amount of interest these companies can charge.
And there has to be a change in how credit is evaluated. These
policies have turned reliable consumers into unqualified
borrowers overnight, but the rating agencies, themselves
owned by elite corporations, blame the victims. This
exclusion of potential consumers will retard the recovery.
Mortgage modifications are crucial. They will
stabilize the market and fuel the recovery. Increases in
property values are needed to fuel consumer confidence.
Home ownership after all is how average Americans have
tried to beat inequality. That notorious bailout is actually
debt cancellation for the elite, not the spur to liquidity for
mortgage borrowers it’s claimed to be, as the evidence
shows. Corporations have merely propped up their
balance sheets and made credit more difficult to obtain,
even eliminated parts of its work force. Bank of America
recently announced the layoff of 35,000 employees, and
is now asking for additional billions in bailout money.
Universalize debt cancellation and kickstart the
process! We need a policy that overrides the banks and
socializes the process. As Roosevelt acknowledged when
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confronting the crisis of the early 30s, uncoordinated
private profit-making interests can repress the productivity
of the larger society. Greed can puncture the public
welfare. This doesn’t mean socialism, as the talk-radio
rant claims. Now we have a “socialism” that marries
corporate power to the state and disenfranchises people.
If foreclosures repress values and are bad
for the economy, why does the elite resist this? The
banks want to extract every bit of excess interest
they can for as long as possible. Those with more of
a stake, who have the resources to weather the storm,
can buy up cheap assets and properties to secure new
fortunes. As Naomi Klein has shown from her study
of similar crises, it’s during these downturns when
the elite seize opportunities to shore up its position.
The auctions of foreclosed properties are a boon!
The downturn in housing values is all-too real,
but it’s no natural “market correction” like Paulson
and the “free” marketers say. How many Wall Street
companies are now under investigation for fraud!
Unregulated speculation has allowed the cash-rich to
bid up housing prices all over the land, but especially
in attractive coastal states like California. And as long
as prices kept going up the usurious sub-prime loan
practices were ignored. But these practices were clearly
fueling the inflation, while providing access to first-time
buyers who could never have qualified under “normal”
conditions. The adjustable teaser rates could be absorbed
since the continued rise in prices offset them by allowing
refinancing options to bring payments way down and, in
effect, provide the down payments few had in the first
place. It worked for many and substituted for a housing
policy that not even the Democrats could come up with!
This might have continued if defaults in the subprime market hadn’t suddenly begun. But why did they?
Because too many bought homes who couldn’t afford
them, the media that loves to personalize issues tells us,
a sentiment echoed by many. It singles out the case of the
clerk who bought a mansion on a part-time salary and
should have known better! It’s these bad apples who are
to blame, we are told, and alleged to be quite numerous.
It’s these “irresponsible types” who’ve brought down
the pyramid by withholding their payments, sending us
on a downward spiral. There’s no mention of how they
got fruited. No investigation of the fraud that permitted
the speculative gouging. No discussion of the changes
over time that have altered homeowners’ circumstances.
Why are rates teasing and adjustable in the first
place! As Greg Palast has shown (AMASS #29), these
rates are exploitation pure and simple. They mandate
failure. The amount of interest a bank makes on a loan
at even the lowest of rates is astronomical on even a
moderately priced house. What is too high or low?
Who says so and why? Built into these reactions, once
we get beyond the gobbledygook about supply and
demand in an unregulated industry, is the culture of
privilege. It’s the same unwritten code that puts CEO
salaries in the stratosphere. Banks have priority. They

get the “bailouts” and we get “welfare!” Shareholders
get priority over those who don’t own stock.
Those who craft the codes, written or not, and
look the other way get their monies from the lenders, the
financial elite. Their power thrives on policies that have
fostered inequality for too long already. Power and resources
beget more of the same, and especially the authority to
frame the opinions about what it all means. And this
means passing them down to us for approval. Eventually
we get into the habit of accepting what’s given to us.
A more stable financial system in the first place,
driven by policies crafted from bottom-up with some
vision about expanding home ownership, would’ve
dampened the speculative boom and denied some of
the ill-begotten gains to the elite whose actions further
inequality. And if the rates had been more affordable
in the first place, many would still be in their homes.
Another circulating bit of media drivel is that it’s simply
unnatural for everyone to own a home; there’s a limit to
home ownership and the market should dictate where
the line is drawn. If home ownership was universalized,
which should be central to democracy, we’d have crippling
inflation. Therefore we need periodic market corrections!
This “free market” thinking will only ever
restrict entry to Obama’s middle class and keep the
ownership percentages constant. It’s the same thinking
that claims unions are a drag on business, that higher
wages repress profits and make the economy less
productive, and that we can’t afford universal health care!
Well, markets aren’t free in the first
place. They’re controlled by elite corporations
who’ve grabbed excess market share thanks to
the lax regulatory climate the corporate-endowed
legislators maintain. They simply push the ideas
that preserve their share, as Naomi Klein has shown.
Why is it that so many Europeans own their
homes outright? A graduate student friend, who
couldn’t afford to buy a house here, recently bought
one in Germany. And he paid cash for it! Why is it that
European states have universal health care, but we can’t
afford it? The myth here is that higher wages and more
government involvement in the economy, what exactly
these states have, are a drag on freedom and wealth
creation. But as Bartels shows, it’s the opposite. Elitedirected policies since WWII reveal that low wages
go together with poorer overall performance; and
stronger unions and higher wages are a spur to higher
productivity. A better redistribution of wealth goes with
policies that bring folks in and reward their contributions.
Unfortunately, as Bartels also shows, the folks
whose fortunes are linked to this better redistribution vote
against their interests. They don’t make the connections!
So higher wages would, beyond making
folks feel they’re part of something, enable them to
afford houses and contribute to the larger stability and
productivity of the society. We need new partnerships
between government, business and labor that release
the power of performance for more citizens. Nothing
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less will bring the economy back. The only filterdown mechanisms we need now are those that initiate
a multi-faceted assault on the culture of privilege.
Will Obama’s team be up to the task? The
rhetoric about solving the housing crisis, as with taxes,
was stimulating before the election. It was claimed that
a solution to this crisis was key to turning the economy
around; that the structural problems in the housing market
had to be cured before a real recovery could begin. Since
then the rhetoric has changed. We await delivery of the
Inaugural promises. The emotional investment of masses
of people, especially Blacks, in this spectacle, and this
person, portends many positives. Does it mean we’ll get
the change that matches these expectations, however
diverse and conflicted they are? Certainly one common
denominator is the belief in fairness and equality, those
common hopes Obama constantly references. Will
the power structure that got him here allow him to
truly listen to the voices of the people he’s vowed so
often to carry with him? If he does, what will he do?
The persisting problem of our top-down
democracy is that the elites are usually to the right of the
popular will and must continually manufacture consent.
What is that “one nation” Obama believes he’s tapped
into? An imaginary network, a fantasy space, where we
find our niches in a society riven with power imbalances;
learn new ways to cope with and ignore the disparities?
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Interviewee after interviewee in the corporate
press iterate the foregone conclusion: Obama’s election
means that anyone can realize their dreams in America.
Certainly someone can! One gifted one, and one of
the right ones, filtered up through the maze of barriers
put in place by years of policies that distort the work
ethic. He realized the American Dream. But will this
experience lead to a quality education about what this
“Dream” is really all about versus what it appears to be?
The incredible and exciting emotional investment by so
many in this image of success can immunize us from the
fact that the “Dream” has become ever more elusive for
too many. And it is a paradoxical idea at best anyway. If
everyone out there with the potential and the drive to
succeed like him goes at it, then what? They can do what?
The American Dream is an elixir that massages
all of us with the idea that individual initiative is all
we need. Those at the bottom can hope and dream and
seek out all opiates to get them through the days of rage,
while those at the top who might not have gone by the
rules learn to forget how they got there. Policy makers
must always have the idea in their heads as they craft
legal arrangements for us that since they made it, the
people do not deserve “welfare.” Let ‘em eat TARP!
While we, drugged on media experts,
inevitably defer to the leaders who know better.

The Flight of
Mehetabel

F icti o n

way,” Jeff whispered to the back of Bobby’s
neck. “It’ll be great. We’ll blow up the whole city.”
“They’re going to blow up the whole city,
Mrs. Snipes!” cried Barbara Mitterwald, Jeff’s partner
in line and the class snitch, who wore skirts with
felt poodles sewn on and always drew exactly the
ames
oward
u n s t l e r same picture of a horse every time the class did art.
“Don’t
worry,
children,”
Mrs.
Snipes
replied musically. “With President Kennedy in the
n fall days after the ordeal of school, when he felt White House, nobody’s going to blow up anything.”
jaded by all the other fabled attractions of Manhattan-By “supplies” Jeff meant balloons, which they
the Planetarium, the gun department of Abercrombie &
Fitch, the shrunken head gallery at the Museum of Nat- customarily filled with water and lobbed off the terrace
ural History, the ski-ball emporiums of Time’s Square, at various targets below. So, on their way to Bobby’s
and with the boats all pulled up for the winter along house they stopped at the newsstand on 77th Street run
Central Park’s Lake--Jeff Greenaway, age eleven and a by a prankish Hungarian who had been used as an ashtray
quarter, liked nothing better than to go over to his friend by the Nazi guards at Treblinka, and who sold many
Bobby Schindler’s place and throw things off the roof. things that boys liked such as plastic vomit, false beards,
Bobby’s apartment was far superior for this pastime soap that turned an unsuspecting victim’s hands black,
than Jeff’s, since the Greenaways lived on the seventh floor squirting boutonnieres, invisible ink, flies embalmed in
of their building at 79th Street and Lexington, with all but plastic ice cubes, et cetera, and here Jeff was seized by
the living room windows facing the rear of the building, inspiration when he beheld a rack of balsa wood gliders.
“Hey, I got a great idea,” he said. “We scotch-tape
where nobody ever went but the superintendent and his
dour minions; whereas the Schindler’s inhabited a 15th those firecrackers to the wings of these babies and sail
floor penthouse in their building on 74th Street, overlooking ‘em out over the park. It’ll be like the Battle of Midway.”
“You’re
a
goddam
genius,
Fifth Avenue with its buses and mobs of schoolchildren and
know
that?”
Bobby
said.
elderly pedestrians and occasional horse-drawn carriages. you
The gliders were a dime each. They bought a dozen
This particular gloomy-gray November afternoon,
while President Kennedy entertained the now-forgotten plus two packs of balloons. There was no need to squander
head-of-state of a nation that no longer exists, and all else their cash on candy, since the Schindlers kept on hand at all
was well with the world, Bobby issued the invitation to Jeff times an impressive horde of the foods required by children.
as Mrs. Snipes’s class lined up in formation to debouch Then they hurried the remaining blocks to 74th street, rode
from Public School Number Six at the three o’clock bell. upstairs with Kelly the singing elevator man, who always
“It’ll be great,” Bobby whispered over his hummed a plaintive ditty of his native land on the way up
shoulder while holding hands with the bovine Esther (never down for some reason), and entered the penthouse
Grubka, his perennial partner in line, who was exactly to find Althea the maid ironing linens in the dining room.
“Don’t you chirrun mess up my flo’, now,” she
his height. “We’ll have the whole place to ourselves.
My mom’s having root canals at four o’clock.” warned them as they made immediately for the kitchen.
“What’s she doing here?” Jeff whispered anxiously.
“What’s root canals?” Jeff asked.
“It must be her day to come.”
“It’s
this
thing
the
dentist
“Obviously it must be. She’s here.”
does
to
you.
She
says
it’s
pure
hell.”
“Don’t sweat it--we’re taking our shoes off, Althea!”
For a moment Jeff imagined a dark, sewer“. . . and watch them crumbs. I
like tunnel running through a person’s jawbone. The
pointy roots of molars hung down from the ceiling like already done cleaned that kitchen once today.”
Though it was not his home, Jeff knew exactly
stalactites. He pictured his own dentist, Dr. Voortman,
tricked out in baggy silver coveralls and space helmet, where the Schindlers stockpiled their goodies, the top
braving the forbidding place in the prow of a gondola, drawer under the breakfast counter, where he now gazed
and brandishing a flame-thrower which he used to blast down at a bonanza of Hershey’s miniatures, bite-sized
the blob-like germs that lurked everywhere in the dank Baby Ruths, Mounds bars, Butterfingers, and Milky
shadows. It was especially hard for Jeff to link such a Ways. Mr. Schindler was in the entertainment business.
Bobby scouted the refrigerator for Cokes.
ghastly scene to Phyllis Schindler, a stately brunette who
“Holy moley,” he said. “Look what’s here!” He
was one of the better-looking mothers in his acquaintance.
took out a Spanish melon bigger than his head. “Want to
“God, that’s too bad about your mom,” Jeff said.
“She’ll
live,”
Bobby
said. give this baby the old heave-ho and see what happens?”
“Oh,
absolutely,”
Jeff
said,
“Hey,
I’ve
got
some
firecrackers,
too.”
mouth
filled
with
confections.
“No talking in line,” Mrs. Snipes said blithely as she his
They adjourned to the bedroom that Bobby
switched off the lights and the children marched forward.
“We can pick up some supplies on the shared, theoretically, with his older brother Steve, who
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was away at the Trent School in New Hampshire.
Curled up on the lower of two bunk beds was a mottled
brown and white angora cat named Mehetabel, an
animal of undetermined age whom the Schindlers had
rescued as a stray several years before at Cape Cod. A
placid, pliable creature who slept twenty-three hours
a day, she was generally considered “the boys’ cat”
though Bobby’s mother had come up with her name.
Jeff took a seat at the desk and began the tedious
task of assembling all the gliders. Bobby crawled onto
the bunk and hoisted Mehetabel onto his stomach.
She remained there, purring madly, and licking the
melted chocolate in the corners of Bobby’s mouth.
“That’s
disgusting,”
Jeff
remarked.
“It’s okay,” Bobby said. “We’re married.
Hey, how’s about filling up those balloons?”
They were soon ready to remove to the
terrace when another inspiration seized Jeff. He held
up one of Bobby’s brother’s 45 rpm records. “You
know what?” he said. “We could scotch-tape three
firecrackers to a record and twist the fuses together in
the hole in the center and wing ‘em out over the park.”
“They’re not my records,” Bobby said.
“If
Steve
cared
about
them,
do
you think he’d have left them with you?”
“He’d kill me.”
“Look
at
this:
Johnny
Angel
by
Shelly
Faberes!
Sickening!”
“All right,” Bobby said, retrieving his
precious horde of firecrackers from a secret
hiding place inside a hollow cardboard globe.
They armed the records and soon they were ready
to commence the aerial bombardment of Fifth Avenue.
A moderate breeze blew out of the southeast,
with occasional freak gusts in all directions. Below,
Central Park spread like a mauve sea, the trees by now
mostly stripped of their leaves. Directly ahead lay the
Conservatory Pond, bean-shaped from this height, its
surface dotted with the white sails of model yachts.
Beyond the pond lay the greater ragged expanse of
Olmsted’s lake, the Adirondacks in miniature. Behind
all this stood the somber sentinel row of apartment
buildings on Central Park West, stretching north into
the mists of Harlem. A five foot high wall rimmed
the Schindler’s terrace, but a set of French planting
boxes placed against it made excellent platforms
from which to stand and peer over the building’s edge.
“Let’s toss some pennies off first,” Bobby
suggested. Pennies were fun because pedestrians would
hear the sound of money ringing on the sidewalk and
stop to look for it. Older people, especially who grew up
during the Great Depression, were thrilled, and often got
down on their hands and knees to search. Today, however,
the wind was carrying the coins out over the street.
“That was a waste,” Bobby said.
“Let’s try that flying saucer,” Jeff suggested.
“Okay. I’ll light it, you fling it.”
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The three little blue firecrackers were taped equilaterally to the “B” side, leaving Johnny Angel exposed to
the heavens. Bobby struck an Ohio blue tip kitchen match
on the rough brick wall. The braided fuses came alive
with a bright sputter. Jeff held it in thrall, cackling wildly.
“Wing it, ya jerk!”
Jeff flung it with a backhand motion out
over Fifth Avenue. It carried impressively on the
wind and had barely begun to descend when all
three charges went off sequentially in three discreet
bursts of white smoke, and the vinyl fragments
fluttered slowly to earth like the Devil’s own snow.
“Hey,
that
was
all
right,”
Bobby
said admiringly. “Let’s try a few more.”
“What’d I tell ya?”
So, Johnny Angel was followed by Purple
People Eater by Sheb Wooley. It hooked in a broad arc
to the right, and was cutting sharply downward across
the avenue in direct line with a chestnut peddler’s
smoking pushcart when the disk exploded. One larger
fragment hung eerily in an updraft, then flew to pieces
in a second and third explosion. Distant pale faces
swaddled in fall clothing gazed up from the far sidewalk
along the park’s edge at a gray smudge in the air which
was all that remained of the number one hit record.
The chestnut peddler hurried away as though he were
pushing a rickshaw. They sacrificed two more top-ten
hits: The Wayward Wind, by Gogi Grant, and Lonely
Street, by Clarence “Frog Man” Henry. The latter
lodged in the branches of Chinese elm tree across the
avenue and sent up a flock of starlings on detonation.
“Y’all out of yo’ mind!?” Althea, unseen until
now, screeched from behind them. “Git off that damn
thang!” The boys stepped down from the planter. “You
two gonna kill yo’sefs hanging off de roof like dat!”
“We
saw
this
deer
running
through
the
park,”
Jeff
said.
Bobby cut an astonished glance at his friend.
“Say what?” Althea said, squinting in disbelief.
“It had antlers and everything.” Jeff said.
Althea, wearing her red wool coat--a sure
sign that her day’s work was at an end--strode
briskly to the wall and looked over. “Aint no deers
in Central Park,” she muttered, “‘cept at de zoo.”
“It could have escaped from there,” Jeff
said. “The way it was running I’m sure it did.”
“It might have been a big dog,” Bobby inserted.
“It wasn’t any dog,” Jeff said.
“Maybe it was a horse.”
“Do horses have antlers?”
“I don’t give a damn what it was,” Althea
declared. “Y’all get off de terrace this minute. Go on,
git!” She shooed them back inside. As Althea pulled on
her gloves and stooped to pick up her immense vinyl
tote bag, they stood sheepishly by the dining room table.
“Yo mama be back at six. Don’t you go back out on dat
terrace now, hear? If you kill yo’sefs, she only blame me.”
“Don’t worry, we won’t.” Bobby said.
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“We
have
to
study
decimals,”
said.
“It’s
really
fascinating.”
“Well, you practice yo’ lesson, den,” Althea said,
heading out the door. “And stay off dat damn terrace!”
As soon as the front door closed behind
her, they returned to the terrace, this time with
the four pound Spanish melon. Minutes later,
Althea’s red coat could be seen emerging from
under the green canopy at the building’s entrance.
“I
have
a
feeling
this
could
really
hurt
someone,”
Jeff
said.
“Okay, let’s try to heave it out into the
middle of the street between lights when the cars
are all lined up at seventy-fifth. We can time it.”
They climbed up in the planter again, the
melon cradled between them. A stream of cars,
yellow taxies, and buses passed in the avenue below.
“Start swingin’ her,” Bobby said.
“The light’s starting to change. They’re stopping.”
“Okay, on three, let her go.”
With excellent coordination, they discharged
the melon over the terrace wall. Unfortunately, it arced
sharply up before gravity overtook it, and it began
plummeting rather short of the avenue’s temporarily
vacant middle. As Jeff and Bobby gazed down in
dread, the melon headed straight for a Buick parked at
the curb. It landed directly on the vehicle’s roof. They
couldn’t bear to see it and withdrew. A split second later
a muffled report reverberated back up to the terrace,
a sound as of a forest giant thumping on a colossal
hollow log. Without another word, Bobby and Jeff
bustled back inside and started watching television with
ferocious intensity so that when the police showed up
with Kelly the elevator man, they could feign complete
ignorance of the dastardly act. The minutes ticked
by with agonizing slowness. On TV, a fat woman was
telling a story about her husband’s industrial accident
to a studio audience who clapped when she finished.
“They’re gonna put us in reform school this time,”
Bobby whimpered, clutching the purring Mehetabel.
“For Godsake, quit sniveling and act normal, in
case they do come up here,” Jeff said.
Jeff

Twenty minutes elapsed and no police arrived at
the Schindler penthouse. They went back out to the terrace.
Peering over the wall, they descried the fateful Buick
parked at the curb below. The Spanish melon had landed in
the exact center of its roof, its impacted residue radiating
like a great slimy sunflower against the black metal. From
this angle, the vehicle’s roof appeared somewhat cratered.
“Maybe we should stick to water balloons,” Jeff
concluded.
“Let’s just fly some gliders for now.”
The first of the gliders hung on the
updrafts generated by the canyons of apartment
towers and repeatedly sailed back onto the terrace.
“Let’s take ‘em up there and launch them,”
Jeff said, pointing to the art deco water tower that

loomed another two stories above the Schindler’s
penthouse roof. An iron ladder led from the
terrace to a sort of workman’s balcony halfway up.
“You think it’s safe?”
“It must be. They put a ladder up to it.”
“I never saw anyone go there.”
“Come on.”
“Oh, okay.”
So they took several gliders up to the balcony,
but the added height did not avail. The aircraft hung
in the wind and landed on the terrace. By and by,
Mehetabel the cat ventured out onto the patio and
reclined languorously in a little puddle of sunlight.
“Your wife’s here,” Jeff said.
“I give up on these gliders.”
“Hey, I’ve got an idea,” Jeff said. “Let’s
parachute her down to the terrace from up here.”
“Who?”
“Your cat.”
“Yeah, sure.”
“It’d be just like Coney Island.”
“You’re crazy.”
“You saw the way all those planes are
blowing. Come on, let’s fix up a parachute.”
“I don’t know about this.”
“Bobby, your cat is going to die of boredom.
It doesn’t have anything to do around here.”
“I don’t think it needs anything to do.”
“Of course it does. How would you feel cooped up
in an apartment all day. If it was me, I’d commit suicide.”
“Oh, okay.”
They went back inside to look for a suitable
parachute and found a perfect one in Phyllis Schindler’s
pink damask tablecloth, which they rigged with sturdy
sisal utility twine to the leather chest harness that
Mrs. Schindler had purchased that September they
returned from Cape Cod with Mehetabel--thinking,
like many persons who have never owned a cat before,
that it would be fun to take her for walks in the park,
as though she were a springer spaniel. Of course, it
hadn’t worked out that way. It would have been
easier to walk a twenty pound sack of Idaho potatoes.
The phlegmatic Mehetabel cooperated like a
flight cadet as they fitted her harness with its thrilling
new accessory and carried her back out to the terrace.
“You take her up there and I’ll stay down
here and make sure she lands okay,” Jeff said.
“Are you positive about this?”
“I’m
telling
you,
this
cat
needs
some
excitement
in
her
life.”
Bobby took the cat up to the little balcony. It was,
as a matter of fact, only twelve feet higher than the terrace.
The chute already billowed out in the wind. Mehetabel
felt practically weightless as Bobby held her over the rail.
“It’s gonna work,” Jeff shouted. “I can tell.”
“It feels okay.”
“Let her go, then.”
“Geronimo!”
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Bobby released the cat. Like the gliders before,
Mehetabel hung eerily suspended a moment on an updraft.
Then she began to gently descend to the terrace, her
damask parachute working beautifully--until a freak gust
hoisted her up again and blew her toward the terrace wall.
“Grab her, for Godsake!” Bobby hollered
from the balcony on the water tower. “Quick!”
But just as Jeff cleared a potted hydrangea,
Mehetabel sailed over his head and out of reach.
“Hurry!”
Jeff lunged again, but tripped over a wicker chaise
lounge. He looked up just in time to see Mehetabel’s
back paws frantically backpedaling in space as she
desperately tried to gain purchase on the concrete cap
of the wall. She meowed once, and then she was gone.
“Omigod,” Bobby muttered from above.
Moments later, the two stood together on the planter
at the wall, watching goggle-eyed as Mehetabel sailed
westward across Fifth Avenue toward the immensity of
Central Park, her legs now merely dangling, and her cries
of “meow” gleeping across the ether like the yelps of an
astounded voyager aloft in a strange and wondrous land.
“Forget the goddam elevator!” Bobby screamed,
as Jeff frantically pounded the button. “Quick. Follow me!”
By the time they reached the lobby, their heads
were swimming from all the turns and landings on the
fire stairs. They got within a few steps of the building’s
main entrance when Larry the swingshift doorman threw
open the filigreed iron and glass door and in wobbled
Phyllis Schindler, demure in a forest green cashmere
wool coat, much like the Givanchy original Jackie
Kennedy had worn on her recent state visit to Denmark.
However, Mrs. Schindler held her head at a peculiar
angle, her eyes looked bloodshot, perhaps even slightly
crossed, and she seemed a bit unsteady on her feet.
“Where are you going?” she asked
in a slurry voice, her lips still numb from
the
Novocain.
“It’s
almost
six
o’clock.”
“My grandmother just got hit by a
taxi in front of Bloomingdale’s,” Jeff said.
“I
gotta
go
along
for
moral
support,”
Bobby
explained.
“It’s the truth,” Jeff said.
“And she was only fifty-eight.”
“What! Is she dead?”
“They’re not sure yet.”
“Not sure. . . ?”
“Go upstairs and rest, Mom,” Bobby said.
“I won’t be gone long.”
“Well, I certainly hope she comes
through all right,” Mrs.
Schindler said and
reeled toward the elevator holding her jaw.
Once outside, they scanned the horizon across
Fifth Avenue and spotted the distant silhouette of
Mehetabel’s parachute against the pink-gray crepuscular
sky, on a course that put her generally above the
statue of Balto the Heroic Sled Dog, heading due west.
“Quick, follow me!” Bobby cried. The two
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bolted out into the rush hour traffic between a phalanx
of checker cabs and a Penn Station bound bus, causing
much squealing rubber to be left on the asphalt. Vaulting
the stone wall that enclosed the park, they landed in a
rhododendron bush, fought their way out of its ancient
tangled labyrinth of limbs, raced around the pond past
the statue of the pilgrim, caught up with the road that
led to the Bethesda Fountain at the edge of Olmsted’s
lake, and hurried down the stone steps to the masonry
plaza below. At this hour of a crisp fall evening the
park was empty of young lovers, nannies with prams,
elderly strollers, and other of its more benign denizens.
“Look, there she is,” Bobby pointed to
a speck flying above the graceful Bow Bridge.
“I think she’s getting a little lower.”
“Quick! This way!”
They followed the bike path that skirted the
lakeshore, then crossed the Bow Bridge into that area
of the park known as the Ramble, Olmsted’s favorite
vignette, a Transylvanian wilderness of cliffs, secret
grottos, twisted gnarly trees, dark vales, brooks, caves,
and rotting rustic belvederes. They had just turned the
corner on the twisting path when a very large man
stepped out of the shadows and blocked their way. He
wore pointy black shoes, checked pants, a greasy-looking
greenish metallic suit jacket, and a blue porkpie hat with
the rim turned clownishly up all around. He sucked
on a toothpick that had the look of an auxiliary fang.
“You boys out for a li’l stroll?” he inquired.
“No,”
Bobby
said,
“My
cat
is
flying
over
the
park
in
a
parachute.”
“Hunh. . . ?”
“We really don’t have time for a
robbery,” Jeff told him. “If you don’t move,
I’ll bite you so hard you’ll bleed to death.”
“Just gimme a quarter.”
“Run, Bobby, run,” Jeff screeched as they
dashed by the menacing if awkward figure. The man
wheeled and made as if to give chase, but he had only
moments earlier snuffed out his 37th Kool cigarette
of the day, and his lungs could not take the exertion.
They emerged from the Ramble and darted
across the busy Western Drive, where the cars now
all had their headlights on. As they reached the far
side, Mehetabel passed briefly over their heads--like
an hallucination out of the Vedic myths--at an altitude
now of about one hundred feet, and vanished over the
treetops ahead. Sharing glances of amazement, the two
dashed a final hundred yards to the 77th Street entrance
and emerged from the park onto Central Park West, the
mirror image of Fifth Avenue. Hurrying uptown, they
stopped the occasional passerby to ask whether he
or she had, perchance, seen a cat in a parachute along
their way. Finally, they spied a crowd gathered on
the sidewalk one last block north. Some of the crowd
members were pointing up into a tree that grew along
the outside of the park wall, a London plane tree, to be
precise, one of the tallest examples of that handsome
species to be found in the city (it was planted by vice-
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president Roosevelt in 1901), and, as they drew nearer,
they could make out the telltale pink damask tablecloth
dangling limply amid the bare branches about three
quarters of the way up. Just below it, clinging to the tree’s
mottled green-and-tan trunk, hung the intrepid Mehetabel.
They could see her little pink mouth open and close,
but her cries could not be discerned above the ambient
noise of traffic and the chatter of the excited onlookers.
“Here Hetty! Here girl,” Bobby called up to her,
making the little kissing noises to which, it universally
supposed, cat’s cannot fail to do a human’s bidding.
But Mehetabel would not budge from her precarious
position hugging the tree’s great trunk. “Here Hetty!”
kiss kiss kiss. “It’s all right. You can come down now.”
“That your cat?” a member of the crowd
asked, a prissy man wearing a wine-colored ascot
and toting a shiny red shopping bag from Saks.
“Sort of,” Bobby said.
“We know the owners,” Jeff added.
“Well, you better call the fire department to get it down.”
“Maybe we could climb up and get her?” Bobby said.
“The
branches
don’t
start
for
twenty feet, for Godsake,” Jeff pointed out.
“Oh, all right. But you call them. I have to stay
here and make sure she doesn’t get away.” There was
a phone booth across the street, on the corner beside
the New York Historical Society. Jeff ran over, dialed
the operator and asked for the fire department. She
connected him to the nearest fire station on 69th Street.
“Whaddaya mean you got a cat in a
parachute stuck up in a tree?” the fire sergeant
barked into the phone. “Chuck you, Farley!”
The line went dead. Jeff pounded the return coin
button but his dime was gone forever. What is more, it was
his last dime. In desperation, he lurched out of the booth and
stopped the first person within reach, a woman of a certain
age and immense dignity in a long lamb’s wool coat. Before
she could hit him with her furled umbrella, Jeff cried, “Help,
please, I’m lost and I need ten cents to call my mother.”
“Why, you poor thing,” the woman said, melting with
grandmotherly tenderness. She went fishing in her Chanel
bag and produced a little coin purse, from which, with great
ceremony, she drew a dime. “Here you are young man.”
“Thanks a million.”
“But, can’t you tell me where you live?”
“Of course I can: 127 East 79th Street, Apartment
7-D.”
“Then you’re not lost.”
“No, this is different. It’s more like I’m lost mentally.”
“Huh. . . ?”
“Say, have you got an extra dime,
ma’am? This phone gobbles ‘em right up.”
She handed him a second dime with
a sour look of suspicion at being snookered
and waddled off in a cloud of cologne.
Jeff went back to the phone booth and got the
same fire sergeant on the line again. Instead of saying

anything about any cats, he put on a falsetto voice
and said, “There’s a terrible fire on 74th Street and
Central Park West. Please come right away!” Before
the sergeant could ask any questions, he hung up.
Not a minute later, a great uproar of winding
sirens and pulsating lights turned staid Central Park
West into scene of tumultuous melodrama. A pumper
followed by a hook-and-ladder swerved around 73rd
Street, stopping traffic in all directions. A captain dressed
in full fire-fighting regalia of black rubber coat, kneehigh rubber boots, and helmet with his rank emblazoned
over the sunburst company insignia on the crown,
stepped down from the cab of the pumper truck before
it even came to a full stop and eyeballed the apartment
buildings occupying the block. Seeing no sign whatever
of any fire, and noting the doormen lollygagging beneath
their canopies, the captain swaggered over to the crowd,
swollen now to more than a hundred people, gathered
under the London plane tree on the park side of the street.
“What seems to be the problem here?” he
asked. Dozens of crowd members answered at
once, gesticulating wildly up the tree, and soon the
captain understood that there was a cat stuck in
the tree. By this time, he had been joined by his
sergeant, a short, barrel-chested Irishman who, in his
rubber outfit, quite remarkably resembled a fireplug.
“Don’t tell me it’s wearing a parachute,” he
muttered, just then making out the pink damask
tablecloth and the vague mottled brown and
white puffball below it. “Well, I’ll be jiggered…”
“Swing the cherry-picker around, O’Hara,” the
captain said. Then to the crowd he said, “Anybody
amongst you the owner of this alleged feline?”
“I am, sir,” Bobby said.
“What the hell is that pink thing up there?”
“Just a tablecloth, sir.”
Just then several bystanders volunteered
that they had seen the cat descend from the
sky under it, as though it were a parachute.
“That’s cute,” the captain said. “You throw your
cat out the window to see if it had nine lives?”
“No, sir. It was an accident.”
“Oh? Was the cat having a little picnic
out there on the windowsill all by its lonely?”
“It’s more complicated, sir.”
“I don’t doubt that, sonny.”
Meanwhile, the pumper had been positioned in
front of the great tree and its cherry-picker was slowly
rising up into the crown. Soon, a fireman up in the
bucket was able to get his hands on Mehetabel. However,
he seemed to have some difficulty getting her free.
“What’s the problem, D’Angelo?” the
captain said through an electric bullhorn.
“Its claws is stuck,” D’Angelo hollered down.
“Whaddaya mean, ‘stuck?’”
“Embedded, like. In the trunk.”
“Jesus,
Mary,
and
Joseph,”
the
captain muttered. “Okay, just sit tight up
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D’Angelo.
Don’t
force
anything.”
The
captain
now
directed
his
bullhorn
to
the
moiling
crowd.
“Is any amongst you a vet by chance?” he asked.
Quite a few hands went up, including
those
of
a
couple
of
rum-soaked
bums
dressed in the filthy raiment of their lifeway.
“Guadalcanal!” the first shouted robustly.
“Sicily!” the other rasped.
“Not
war
veterans,”
the
captain
snarled irritably. “I mean an animal doctor.”
All but one of the hands went down, and this one
belonged to a wizened man barely five feet tall, leaning
on a gutta-percha cane. Everything about him seemed
dreadfully shrunken with great age, like a pear that has lain
too long on the windowsill, even his head, which, but for
its jug-handle ears, might have vanished under his ancient
Homberg hat like a wrinkled pea under a walnut shell.
“You still in business?” the captain asked.
“Medicine is an art, not business,” the little
old man replied rather fiercely, considering his frail
appearance. “Doctor Teitlebaum at your service.”
“Do you think you could, maybe, get this cat’s
claws unstuck from that tree trunk, Doctor Teitlebaum?”
“Do
you
think
you
could,
maybe,
put
out
a
fire?”
the
old
vet
retorted.
The cherry-picker was lowered and Doctor
Teitlebaum was helped aboard. As it returned
aloft, a young man in cheap suit with a camera
slung around his neck approached Jeff and Bobby.
“Eddie Huntzinger, Daily News. I unnerstand that’s
your cat up there, kid?” he said, flipping open a small notepad
and licking the tip of his ball-point pen. “Say, is it true you
tossed him out the window with a tablecloth for a parachute?”
Jeff at once attempted to correct the reporter on
a few counts. It was a roof, not a window, and it was for
an important school report on science, and it proved that
thousands of lives could be saved every year if people
who were in the mood to commit suicide would only wear
a parachute as regular apparel, just like people in the
mood for a drive wear safety belts. The flight’s point of
origin had to remain a secret for scientific purposes.“All
right, then, what’s your names?” the reporter asked.
“He’s Dale Long, and I’m Hector Lopez,” Jeff said, borrowing
two names from the
ranks
of
the
New
York
Yankees.
“Long and Lopez, huh?” the reporter said, nodding
his head skeptically. “Funny, you don’t look Spanish.”
“Well, chingate tu madre,” Jeff said, utilizing
a vulgarism then much in vogue around the P.S. Six
playground. The reporter was evidently unfamiliar with it.
“Yeah, sure, well, how ‘bout a picture…”
Just then, a cheer rang out from the surrounding
mob. Jeff and Bobby wheeled around to see fireman
D’Angelo descending from on high with Mehetabel
clutched to his rubbery chest. Next to him in the bucket,
Doctor Teitlebaum shook his cane at the ground, yelling,
“Not so fast! Not so fast!” When the cherry-picker touched
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down, D’Angelo handed Mehetabel over to the captain,
who conveyed the blinking cat to Bobby, who took her
into his arms, weeping, indeed like a husband who has
almost lost his wife to some awful quirk of the earth’s
merciless and mysterious forces. Eddie Huntzinger
tried to snap a picture but Jeff stuck his hand in front
of the lens, saying the government didn’t allow it.
The fire captain led his valiant company back
to the station, leaving Bobby and Jeff to a lecture at
the frail but furious hands of Doctor Teitlebaum, who
informed them that “animals are people, too, with
rights, even!” and that tossing a cat out a window was
like Hitler stuffing a baby into the gas chamber. But
his rage eventuated in a coughing spasm, and with a
gesture indicating that he was disgusted with the whole
deplorable business, the aged DVM resumed his long
journey to Kirschner’s Dairy Bar at 73rd Street and
Columbus Avenue. The rest of the crowd also dispersed,
for all New Yorkers innately know when a show is over.
Jeff and Bobby and the indomitable Mehetabel
caught a crosstown bus in front of the Planetarium and
made their way back to the more familiar precincts of
the Upper East Side. Bobby managed a stealthy return to
the family penthouse, since Phyllis Schindler was in bed
sleeping off a Darvocet and three scotches, while Harvey
Schindler attended the dress rehearsal of his latest Broadway
show, a musical based on the Pullman Strike of 1894.
Jeff escaped his parents’ wrath by explaining
that his friend Barry Bucholtzer had been hit by
a garbage truck in front of PS Six and that they
(he and many other concerned friends) had been
down at the hospital since four o’clock waiting for
the poor kid to come out of the operating room.
“Is
he
going
to
be
all
right?”
Jeff’s
mother
asked,
aghast.
“Yes, if he lives,” Jeff replied gravely before
trudging off to his room to watch the latest installment
of “The Untouchables” on TV, in which the evertreacherous Frank Nitti once again challenged the
authority of jailed mob boss Alphonse Capone.
For several years after the incident, a pink damask
tablecloth hung in a London plane tree at 74th Street
and Central Park West, and Bobby Schindler’s mystified
parents could not understand the strange phobia that
gripped the boy whenever there was occasion to travel
anywhere near the vicinity of Central Park West in a taxicab, for instance, on Passover, when they had to attend the
Seder at Uncle Alfred and Aunt Seema’s lovely art-filled
duplex in the famous San Remo Towers. Once, returning
home in a Checker cab from a matinee of “Fiddler on the
Roof” he went so far as to fake an epileptic seizure--an
incident that, unfortunately, led to months of medical tests.
Eddie Huntzinger’s story about the parachuting
cat was killed by a cynical, hard-drinking night editor
who said he’d heard a lot of whoppers in thirty years
but that this was “the most ridiculous and unbelievable
of them all,” and warned Huntzinger in no uncertain
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terms to quit making stuff up or he’d spend the rest of
his career at the shipping news desk. The editor died of a
James Howard Kunstler is the author of The
cerebral infarction three months later, while Huntzinger
went on to become the millionaire author of seventeen Long Emergency, The Geography of Nowhere, and
Roscoe Dowling Detective novels about a deaf-and-dumb many other books, both fiction and non-fiction. His
private investigator who specializes in finding lost persons. recent novel World Made By Hand (Atlantic Monthly

The End

Press, 2008), is set in the post-oil American future.
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Cheney Admits
Detainee-Abuse Role
Jason Leopold

V

ice President Dick Cheney said for the first time
Monday that he helped get the “process cleared” for the
brutal interrogation program of suspected terrorists. In
an interview with ABC News, Cheney was matter-offact and unapologetic about the harsh techniques used
against the detainees, including waterboarding, a form of
simulated drowning considered
torture
since
the
days
of
the
Inquisition.
“I was aware of the
program, certainly, and involved
in helping get the process cleared,
as the [Central Intelligence]
Agency, in effect, came in and
wanted to know what they could
and couldn’t do,” Cheney said.
“And they talked to me, as well
as others, to explain what they
wanted to do. And I supported it.”
Cheney made his comment
in response to a question about
whether he personally approved the
harsh tactics used against Khalid
Sheikh Mohammed, the alleged
mastermind of the 9/11 attacks.
“There was a period of
time there, three or four years ago,
when about half of everything
we knew about al-Qaeda came
from that one source,” Cheney
said. “So, it’s been a remarkably
successful effort; I think the
results speak for themselves.
Cheney’s
nonchalant
response to the questions about
torture was reminiscent of his casual comment to a
conservative radio host in October 2006 when he said the
decision to waterboard suspected terrorists was a “no-brainer.”
Thousands of pages of documents released publicly
since that interview would appear to show that methods
used against detainees constituted cruel, inhumane and
degrading treatment in violation of anti-torture statutes and
international treaties signed and ratified by the United States.
Maj. Gen. Antonio Taguba, who led the
investigation of abuses at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq, has
said “there is no longer any doubt as to whether the current
administration has committed war crimes. The only
question that remains to be answered is whether those
who ordered the use of torture will be held to account.”

t o rt u r e
In another interview Monday with conservative
radio host Rush Limbaugh, Cheney said the U.S. prison
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, “has been very well run.”
“I think if you look at it from the perspective
of the requirements we had, once you go out and
capture a bunch of terrorists, as we did in Afghanistan
and elsewhere, then you’ve got to have some place
to put them,” Cheney said, defending the Iraq War.
In the ABC interview, Cheney also defended the
decision to invade Iraq, arguing that even though Iraq lacked
the WMD stockpiles that Cheney and other administration
officials had claimed it had, the invasion was justified
by Iraq’s potential to build such weapons in the future.
“I think--as I look at the intelligence with respect
to Iraq--what they got wrong was that there weren’t any
stockpiles,” Cheney said. “What we found in the afteraction reports, after the intelligence
report was done and then various
special groups went and looked
at the intelligence and what its
validity was, was that Saddam
Hussein still had the capability
to produce weapons of mass
destruction. He had the technology,
he had the people, he had the basic
feed stocks. They also found that
he had every intention of resuming
production once the international
sanctions were lifted.”
“This was a bad actor
and the country’s better off, the
world’s better off, with Saddam
gone, and I think we made the
right decision, in spite of the fact
that the original NIE [National
Intelligence Estimate] was off
in some of its major judgments.”
However, an investigation
by the Senate Intelligence
Committee found that Bush and
Cheney didn’t simply buy into faulty
intelligence but knowingly misled
Congress and the public about the
threat that Iraq posed to the United
States in the months leading up to the March 2003 invasion.
“Before taking the country to war, this
administration owed it to the American people to give
them a 100 percent accurate picture of the threat we
faced. Unfortunately, our Committee has concluded that
the administration made significant claims that were not
supported by the intelligence,” said committee chairman
Sen. John D. Rockefeller IV, D-West Virginia, who
released a report on prewar Iraq intelligence last June.
The Senate report was the first U.S.
government document to state that Bush and Cheney
knowingly made false allegations about the threat
posed by Saddam Hussein who was overthrown
in April 2003 and executed in December 2006.

The Senate

report singled
out erroneous

statements
that Cheney
made during

the run-up to
war.
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“There is no question we all relied on flawed
intelligence. But there is a fundamental difference
between relying on incorrect intelligence and
deliberately painting a picture to the American people
that you know is not fully accurate,” Rockefeller said.
The Senate report singled out erroneous statements
that Cheney made during the run-up to war that he knew
were not supported by the available intelligence, such as
allegations that Mohammed Atta, the lead 9/11 hijacker,
met an Iraqi intelligence officer in Prague in 2001.
In essence, the Senate report confirmed British
intelligence assertions, which surfaced in a document
widely known as the Downing Street Memo, that the
facts about the threat posed by Iraq were being “fixed”
around the Bush administration’s desire to invade Iraq.
Cheney’s unapologetic comments to ABC
News were made less than a week after a bipartisan
Senate Armed Services Committee report found that
the Vice President was part of a group--also including
President George W. Bush and Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice--responsible for the abuse of
detainees that took place at Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib.
As part of that investigation, Rice admitted that-beginning in 2002 as Bush’s national security adviser-she led high-level discussions with other senior Bush
administration officials about subjecting suspected alQaeda terrorists to the harsh interrogation technique
known as waterboarding. [See Consortiumnews.
com’s “Torture Trail Seen Starting with Bush.”]
Those meetings were first confirmed last April
when President Bush told an ABC News reporter that he
approved meetings of the NSC’s Principals Committee to
discuss specific interrogation techniques the CIA could
use against detainees. The Principals Committee included
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, Secretary of State
Colin Powell, CIA Director George Tenet and Attorney
General John Ashcroft, as well as Cheney and Rice.
Earlier this year, House Judiciary Committee
Chairman John Conyers wrote to Attorney General
Michael Mukasey requesting he appoint a special
prosecutor to investigate whether Bush and senior
members of his Cabinet committed war crimes by
authorizing CIA and military interrogators to use harsh
tactics against detainees at Guantanamo Bay and in Iraq.
That request followed an investigation by
the International Committee of the Red Cross into
interrogation practices at Guantanamo Bay, which
“documented several instances of acts of torture against
detainees, including soaking a prisoner’s hand in
alcohol and lighting it on fire, subjecting a prisoner to
sexual abuse and forcing a prisoner to eat a baseball.”
But Cheney continues to dismiss such
criticism, still insisting that the United States
doesn’t torture and that the administration broke
no other laws in conducting the “war on terror.”
“I think those who allege that we’ve been involved
in torture, or that somehow we violated the Constitution or
laws with the terrorist surveillance program, simply don’t
know what they’re talking about,” Cheney told ABC News.
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Mukasey has refused to open a war-crimes
investigation, although a special counsel, Connecticut’s
assistant attorney general John Durham, is investigating
the CIA’s destruction of videotapes taken of the
waterboarding of Mohammad and other detainees.
How President Barack Obama handles
evidence of the Bush administration’s use of torture
will represent one of the first tests of his administration.
Michael Ratner of the Center for Constitutional
Rights, whose organization has represented Guantanamo
detainees, said last week it is imperative that Obama
authorize his Attorney General to launch a criminal
investigation into Cheney and others in the White House.
“One of Barack Obama’s first acts as President should
be to instruct his Attorney General to appoint an independent
prosecutor to initiate a criminal investigation of former Bush
administration officials who gave the green light to torture,”
Ratner said in a column published in The Progressive.
Ratner said anything less than a full-scale
criminal investigation--like a Truth Commission assigned
simply to ascertain the facts--would be unacceptable.
“If Obama and [Attorney General-designate Eric]
Holder want to adhere to our Constitution and uphold
our highest values, they must pursue those in the Bush
administration who violated that Constitution, broke our
laws, and tarnished our values,” Ratner wrote. “To simply let
those officials walk off the stage sends a message of impunity
that will only encourage future law breaking. The message
that we need to send is that they will be held accountable.
“This is not Latin America; this is not South
Africa. We are not trying to end a civil war, heal a
wounded country and reconcile warring factions. We
are a democracy trying to hold accountable officials
that led our country down the road to torture. And in a
democracy, it is the job of a prosecutor and not the
pundits to determine whether crimes were committed.”
Jason Leopold is editor of The Public Record
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early seventy years ago, in the course of World War
II, a heinous crime was committed in the city of Leningrad.
For more than a thousand days, a gang of extremists called
the “Red Army” held millions of the town’s inhabitants
hostage and provoked retaliation from the German Wehrmacht from inside the population centers. The Germans
had no alternative but to bomb and shell the population
and to impose a total blockade, which caused the death
of hundreds of thousands.
Some time before that,
a similar crime was committed in England. The Churchill
gang hid among the population
of London, misusing the millions of citizens as a human
shield. The Germans were compelled to send their Luftwaffe
and reluctantly reduce the city
to ruins. They called it the Blitz.
This is the description
that would now appear in the
history books--if the Germans
had won the war. Absurd? No
more than the daily descriptions
in our media, which are being
repeated ad nauseam: the Hamas
terrorists use the inhabitants of
Gaza as “hostages” and exploit
the women and children as
“human shields.” They leave
us no alternative but to carry
out massive bombardments, in
which, to our deep sorrow, thousands of women,
children and unarmed men are killed and injured.
In this war, as in any modern war, propaganda plays
a major role. The disparity between the forces, between
the Israeli army--with its airplanes,
gunships, drones,
warships, artillery and tanks--and the few thousand lightly
armed Hamas fighters, is one to a thousand, perhaps one to
a million. In the political arena the gap between them is even
wider. But in the propaganda war, the gap is almost infinite.
Almost all the Western media initially repeated
the official Israeli propaganda line. They almost entirely
ignored the Palestinian side of the story, not to mention
the daily demonstrations of the Israeli peace camp.
The rationale of the Israeli government (“The
state must defend its citizens against the Qassam
rockets”) has been accepted as the whole truth. The view
from the other side, that the Qassams are a retaliation

for the rage that starves the one and a half million
inhabitants of the Gaza Strip, was not mentioned at all.
Only when the horrible scenes from Gaza
started to appear on Western TV screens, did
world public opinion gradually begin to change.
True, Western and Israeli TV channels
showed only a tiny fraction of the dreadful events
that appear 24 hours every day on Aljazeera’s Arabic
channel, but one picture of a dead baby in the arms of
its terrified father is more powerful than a thousand
elegantly constructed sentences from the Israeli army
spokesmen. And that is what is decisive, in the end.
War--every war--is the realm of lies. Whether
called propaganda or psychological warfare, everybody
accepts that it is right to lie for one’s country. Anyone who
speaks the truth runs the risk of being branded a traitor.
The trouble is that propaganda is most convincing
for the propagandist himself. And after you convince
yourself that a lie is the truth and
falsification reality, you can no
longer make rational decisions.
An example of this
process surrounds the most
shocking atrocity of this war so
far: the shelling of the UN Fakhura
school in Jabaliya refugee camp.
Immediately after the
incident became known throughout
the world, the army—“revealed”
that Hamas fighters had been
firing mortars from near the
school entrance. As proof they
released an aerial photo which
indeed showed the school and the
mortar. But within a short time
the official army liar had to admit
that the photo was more than a
year old. In brief: a falsification.
Later the official liar
claimed that “our soldiers were
shot at from inside the school.”
Barely a day passed before the army had to admit to
UN personnel that that was a lie, too. Nobody had
shot from inside the school, no Hamas fighters were
inside the school, which was full of terrified refugees.
But the admission made hardly any difference
anymore. By that time, the Israeli public was
completely convinced that “they shot from inside the
school,” and TV announcers stated this as a simple fact.
So it went with the other atrocities. Every baby
metamorphosed, in the act of dying, into a Hamas
terrorist. Every bombed mosque instantly became a
Hamas base, every apartment building an arms cache,
every school a terror command post, every civilian
government building a “symbol of Hamas rule.”
Thus
the
Israeli
army
retained
its
purity as the “most moral army
the world.”
The truth is that the atrocities are a direct result of
the war plan. This reflects the personality of Ehud Barak, a

The failure to grasp

the nature of
Hamas has caused
a failure to grasp
the predictable
results. Not only
is Israel unable

to win the war,
Hamas cannot
lose it.
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man whose way of thinking and actions are clear evidence
of what is called “moral insanity,” a sociopathic disorder.
The real aim (apart from gaining seats in the
coming elections) is to terminate the rule of Hamas in the
Gaza Strip. In the imagination of the planners, Hamas is
an invader which has gained control of a foreign country.
The reality is, of course, entirely different. The
Hamas movement won the majority of the votes in the
eminently democratic elections that took place in the West
Bank, East Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip. It won because the
Palestinians had come to the conclusion that Fatah’s peaceful
approach had gained precisely nothing from Israel--neither
a freeze of the settlements, nor release of the prisoners,
nor any significant steps toward ending the occupation
and creating the Palestinian state. Hamas is deeply rooted
in the population--not only as a resistance movement
fighting the foreign occupier, like the Irgun and the Stern
Group in the past--but also as a political and religious body
that provides social, educational and medical services.
From the point of view of the population, the
Hamas fighters are not a foreign body, but the sons
of every family in the Strip and the other Palestinian
regions. They do not “hide behind the population,”
the population views them as their only defenders.
Therefore, the whole operation is based
on erroneous assumptions. Turning life into living
hell does not cause the population to rise up against
Hamas, but on the contrary, it unites behind Hamas
and reinforces its determination not to surrender. The
population of Leningrad did not rise up against Stalin,
any more than the Londoners rose up against Churchill.
He who gives the order for such a war with
such methods in a densely populated area knows that it
will cause dreadful slaughter of civilians. Apparently
that did not touch him. Or he believed that “they will
change their ways” and “it will sear their consciousness,”
so that in the future they will not dare to resist Israel.
A top priority for the planners was the need
to minimize casualties among the soldiers, knowing
that the mood of a large part of the pro-war public
would change if reports of such casualties came
in. That is what happened in Lebanon Wars I and II.
This consideration played an especially important
role because the entire war is a part of the election
campaign. Ehud Barak, who gained in the polls in
the first days of the war, knew that his ratings would
collapse if pictures of dead soldiers filled the TV screens.
Therefore, a new doctrine was applied: to avoid
losses among our soldiers by the total destruction of
everything in their path. The planners were not only ready
to kill 80 Palestinians to save one Israeli soldier, as has
happened, but also 800. The avoidance of casualties on
our side is the overriding commandment, which is causing
record numbers of civilian casualties on the other side.
That means the conscious choice of an especially
cruel kind of warfare--and that has been its Achilles heel.
A person without imagination, like Barak (his
election slogan: “Not a Nice Guy, but a Leader”) cannot
imagine how decent people around the world react to
actions like the killing of whole extended families, the
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destruction of houses over the heads of their inhabitants,
the rows of boys and girls in white shrouds ready for
burial, the reports about people bleeding to death over
days because ambulances are not allowed to reach them,
the killing of doctors and medics on their way to save
lives, the killing of UN drivers bringing in food. The
pictures of the hospitals, with the dead, the dying and
the injured lying together on the floor for lack of space,
have shocked the world. No argument has any force
next to an image of a wounded little girl lying on the
floor, twisting with pain and crying out: “Mama! Mama!”
The planners thought that they could stop the
world from seeing these images by forcibly preventing
press coverage. The Israeli journalists, to their shame,
agreed to be satisfied with the reports and photos provided
by the Army Spokesmen, as if they were authentic news,
while they themselves remained miles away from the
events. Foreign journalists were not allowed in either,
until they protested and were taken for quick tours in
selected and supervised groups. But in a modern war, such
a sterile manufactured view cannot completely exclude all
others--the cameras are inside the strip, in the middle of
the hell, and cannot be controlled. Aljazeera broadcasts
the pictures around the clock and reaches every home.
The battle for the TV screen is one of the decisive
battles of the war. Hundreds of millions of Arabs from
Mauritania to Iraq, more than a billion Muslims from
Nigeria to Indonesia see the pictures and are horrified.
This has a strong impact on the war. Many of the viewers
see the rulers of Egypt, Jordan and the Palestinian
Authority as collaborators with Israel in carrying
out these atrocities against their Palestinian brothers.
The security services of the Arab regimes are
registering a dangerous ferment among the peoples. Hosny
Mubarak, the most exposedArab leader because of his closing
of the Rafah crossing in the face of terrified refugees, started
to pressure the decision-makers in Washington, who until
that time had blocked all calls for a cease-fire. These began
to understand the menace to vital American interests in the
Arab world and suddenly changed their attitude--causing
consternation among the complacent Israeli diplomats.
People with moral insanity cannot really
understand the motives of normal people and must
guess their reactions. “How many divisions has the
Pope?” Stalin sneered. “How many divisions have
people of conscience?” Ehud Barak may well be asking.
As it turns out, they do have some. Not numerous.
Not very quick to react. Not very strong and organized.
But at a certain moment, when the atrocities overflow and
masses of protesters come together, that can decide a war.
The failure to grasp the nature of Hamas has
caused a failure to grasp the predictable results. Not only
is Israel unable to win the war, Hamas cannot lose it.
Even if the Israeli army were to succeed in killing
every Hamas fighter to the last man, even then Hamas would
win. The Hamas fighters would be seen as the paragons
of the Arab nation, the heroes of the Palestinian people,
models for emulation by every youngster in the Arab
world. The West Bank would fall into the hands of Hamas
like a ripe fruit, Fatah would drown in a sea of contempt,
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the Arab regimes would be threatened with collapse.
If the war ends with Hamas still standing,
bloodied but unvanquished, in face of the
mighty Israeli military machine, it will look like
a fantastic victory, a victory of mind over matter.
What will be seared into the consciousness of
the world will be the image of Israel as a blood-stained

monster, ready at any moment to commit war crimes and
not prepared to abide by any moral restraints. This will have
severe consequences for our long-term future, our standing
in the world, and our chance of achieving peace and quiet.
In the end, this war is a crime against
ourselves too, a crime against the State of Israel.

A F G H AN I S T AN

Arrogance and
Ignorance
Yv o n n e R i d l e y
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he Taliban now controls 72 per cent of Afghanistan
according to the latest report by an influential think tank.
But within hours of the International Council on Security
and Development (ICOS) releasing this news, various
politicians and ambassadors from Afghanistan, America and Britain criticized its contents. The reality is that
none of them really know what is
happening on the ground because
it is not safe to travel. And if any
of them do venture out, it is rarely beyond the confines of Kabul.
I know the ICOS report
carries weight because I have
just returned from Afghanistan
myself and, unlike most politicians, diplomats and journalists
who go to the country, I went in
unescorted. The Taliban is forming an ever tightening noose
around Kabul with, as ICOS says,
three out of four main highways
into the capitol city now compromised by the Taliban.
I drove around Afghanistan with film-maker
Hassan al Banna Ghani and saw the evidence with my
own eyes. Though we nearly got our heads blown off
for our troubles as well, having inadvertently driven
into a firefight between Taliban fighters and Afghan police 30 minutes from Kabul on the main road to Ghazni.
We drove up from Peshawar, through the dramatic and
historic Khyber Pass, down into Torkham and from there
we had a straight run via Jalalabad to Kabul. It’s an amazing drive, possibly one of the most scenic routes in the
world, but it wasn’t the backdrop of the Hindu Kush
or the fertile green valleys cloaked in a gossamer-like
morning mist peeking out from rows of jagged mountain peaks ahead which took my breath away on this occasion. It was the fresh roadside carnage which punctuated the drive to the Afghan capitol. We must have seen
the skeletons of nearly 20 oil tankers targeted by rocket
propelled grenade launchers in the hands of the Taliban.
These are images British Prime Minister Gordon Brown, US President elect Barack Obama or
Hamid Karzai are unlikely to see for themselves because the only safe way to get to Kabul is to fly.
We didn’t have the luxury of choice. Our decision to drive this treacherous route was based on the fact
that we couldn’t hang around Islamabad for another week
before getting a flight. But I am glad we did because it
gave us a chance to see what is happening on the ground.

It gave us an opportunity to talk to ordinary people who
have to live day in and day out without the luxury of a
heavily armed military escort, or a heavily fortified place
to work, and an even more heavily guarded place to sleep.
For the next week we travelled by car unescorted
to areas and provinces that other foreigners dare not go.
And thanks to that experience, I can read the ICOS report
from a perspective that Western leaders and their advisers
simply do not have. That is why it would be foolish to
dismiss ICOS claims that the Taliban now holds a permanent presence in 72% of Afghanistan, up from 54% a
year ago. They have advanced from their southern heartlands, where they are now the de facto governing power in
a number of towns and villages, to the western and northwestern provinces, as well as provinces north of Kabul.
Norine MacDonald, President and Lead
Field Researcher of ICOS, told a
London press conference: “The
Taliban are now controlling the
political and military dynamic in
Afghanistan. Despite increasingly
dire levels of security in
Afghanistan in recent months,
there has been surprisingly
little change in response from
the international community.
The insurgency continues to
turn NATO’s weaknesses into
its own strengths.”
“The Taliban are closing
a noose around Kabul, and there
is a real danger that the Taliban
will simply overrun Afghanistan under the noses of
NATO,” said Paul Burton, Director of Policy for ICOS.
The British Ambassador to Afghanistan, Sir Sherard
Cowper-Coles, commented on the report on the BBC
Radio 4 Today Program in a dismissive fashion, saying:
“I’m afraid the methodology in the report is seriously
flawed. I mean for example its map of Kabul, which I have
in front of me, shows the area where I’m sitting talking to
you from now, across which I drove this morning to see
President Karzai, as being under heavy Taliban influence.
It’s quite the reverse: Afghans are strolling in the streets,
celebrating the Eid. It counts as one incident in the province
the size of Yorkshire, meaning that that province is under
permanent Taliban control. It’s a very thin piece of work.”
The arrogance and ignorance of Sir Sherard
is nothing short of breath-taking. No foreigner dare
venture out for a stroll in Kabul unescorted because
of kidnap fears. I bet he went out under heavily armed
escorts to do his interview. I’ve seen the British Embassy
in Kabul. It’s hidden behind vast mounds of concrete
bunkers and barbed wire, and has a heavily armed guard
presence. You can’t just stroll into the embassy, like
I did in March 2003. I know nothing about Sir Sherard,
but I’ll bet he doesn’t go for a stroll anywhere in Kabul.
I do know Norine MacDonald, author of the report.
She is one gutsy lady who does get out and about on the
ground--in Kabul and beyond. And I’ve seen her sit and talk
with Afghan men and women about their hopes, needs and
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fears in some of the most dangerous areas of Afghanistan.
Also speaking on the Today Program was Afghan
MP Shukria Barakzai, who when asked about the report,
said: “I’m surprised. This is not the truth. If the Taliban
is that powerful where’s these Coalition forces and the
Afghan Government itself? I don’t think the Taliban will
be that much more powerful although there is a lack of
security. This is the truth. The Taliban is still a threat to
security and somehow the Coalition Forces are also in some
places a threat to security, particularly for civilians. But I
completely disagree with such figures that have been given.”
I’ve had the pleasure of meeting Shukria, an
amazing woman from an extremely wealthy and
privileged background. Being rich is not a crime, but I
can tell you that Shukria will not have stepped outside
of Kabul unless by air. She is a bright, intelligent woman
and I was delighted when she became an MP because
she has a good heart and a deep love for her country.
But I am really fearful about plans to vastly increase
the US and British presence in Afghanistan. I can tell you
the Taliban are rubbing their hands with glee at the thought
of what they regard as a “bigger army, bigger target and
more shiny new weapons to take from the toy soldiers.”
The American presence is loathed in Afghanistan,
even among those who don’t want to see the Taliban
back in power. This is due to many things, not least of
all their arrogance and refusal to acknowledge or even
try and understand the culture and their habit of shooting
at any motorist who tries to overtake their slow-moving
convoys. Think about it, when you have an open road
ahead why should you have to sit behind a bunch of
armored personnel vehicles doing less than 20 mph. And
try talking to an Afghan motorist who sits patiently in a
traffic jam only to have his car scrunched and shunted
to the side by a US convoy which has decided to create
its own traffic-free lane. He will tell you exactly what
he thinks about the behavior of Uncle Sam’s boys.
Then there’s the endless list of US missile
strikes on wedding parties which have slaughtered
innocent Afghans. Very rarely are these murders
followed up by an apology, but they continue to happen.
Norine also called for a free and open media. That
would be nice but there is documented evidence that anyone
writing against the US occupation can expect a visit from
the Americans. I spoke to one young such journalist who
ended up being kidnapped, beaten and thrown in a cell in
Bagram for 18 hours after revealing that out of date US
army rations were being sold on the black market in Kabul.
Guess what, the story is true as I found
out trolling through the goods on sale at an open
air market in Kabul. There indeed were US army
rations on sale--and we have Hassan’s film to prove it.
The western leaders can either choose to remain
in denial and send in more troops while listening to
pompous civil servants, politicians and diplomats who say
only what they think their masters want to hear, or they
can sit down and read the ICOS report and act upon it.
There are solutions to the Afghan crisis, and
removing the arrogant, ignorant US military is one way.
Removing the Brits is another since the Afghans can no
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longer distinguish them from the Americans anyway.
Bombard the people with genuine aid and not
artillery shells, and give the Afghan Government real
support instead of aid with conditions attached. Genuine
job creation schemes offering decent money are a good
start. And while it might be nice to have career women
emerging from the rubble of Kabul, start with the men.
Give them their dignity back by providing real jobs.
Given the choice to starve or fight for the
Taliban for around $40 dollars a month, I know
what decision I would make. It’s a no brainer!
Yvonne
Ridley
and
Hassan
al
Banna
Ghani’s
documentary:
“In
Search
of
Prisoner
650,” will be broadcast on Press TV in early 2009.
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I think of how Allen Ginsberg
could see society when gizmos glistened
salvation, freeways traced our future,
freeon cooled our passions,
primeval blackooze birthed plastic,
the prophylactic of progress,
east yeasted west,
and Moloch masheened the spirit.
I try to visualize the monstrous measure of
plastic chit, the frenzies of pleonastic chat
compacted into our cyberpsyches,
the glut of images between us
and society, but I can only crave them.
I see a cross-legged sunflowered sufi flush
against the south side of Big Daddy’s
menu meditated to the effervescence,
lift his head toward
the open-air bazaar of neon Buddhas and
rayon penumbras cadenced to the cackling
chilidogs, then disappear up the Boardwalk.
I join the body bedlam in pursuit and it parts
at Clubhouse with a jordached,
turbaned skater strumming the end of the
west as we know it,
his rapid eye movements currying the crowd
through quickie nirvanas to greased palms.

John O’Kane

Progamerz zone LLC....Owner Mike Campbell Located at 411 west 6th st San Pedro,CA 90731
Opened in October of 2008. PH#310-720-0095
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college will unearth some day. Certainly canceled tickets
for the Red Line that Detroit nixed back in the 40s. The café
is actually housed in its terminal station. And perhaps a few
skateboards that local teens lost control of when skirting
the perimeter. It’s apparently expanding ever more rapidly.
The cliff may be on the stoop of The Lighthouse Café on
ohn
ane
39th before we know it and Walkers mulched into the ages.
I didn’t expect to see berets scribbling away
at tables out front. But neither did I expect rural
Oklahoma fermenting with nostalgia for Hunter
hen I moved to San Pedro one of the welcome Thompson’s Hell’s Angels. On my first visit I learned
signs was learning that an established family of iron work- that my namesake didn’t make the scene much anymore.
ers with my name lived here. The rumor was that one of its
“Ya just missed him, was here a couple of days
younger members hung at Walker’s Café out on Point Fer- ago…he’s been off the sauce for a while now since his wife
min and had my exact name. My mother, a devoted gene- died…wasn’t long ago he climbed up the Thomas bridge in
tracer, never mentioned a strain of our family that thrived the middle of the night screaming, wouldn’t come down!”
in these parts. So I was very curious. And especially since
“…maybe
he
was
getting
in
touch
our last name is relatively rare. Most of the O’Kanes had with
relatives
who
did
the
iron
work?”
long dispensed with apostrophes and melted into good citiAs I learned, he actually helped retrofit the bridge.
zen Kanes. The Irish had enough trouble with the bad raps Perhaps he was nostalgic for that experience. The Irish
about their culinary habits. Their seven course meals were are often out of phase with the moment, their days bloom
often much more
with experiences that
than a boiled porush in at random,
tato and a six-pack.
requiring new kinds
I’ve still
of time management
yet to meet my
usually nurtured in the
namesake, though
spaces of pub life. This
there’ve
been
is perhaps because
many close calls.
Ireland, thanks to its
One was when I
neighbors, has been
made a purchase at
black-and-tanned from
Williams’ Books
modernity, the mental
and Adam told me
space where linear
someone with my
time and progress
name did the same
mates. The reason
five minutes earlier.
why the Irish, as many
From then on I
claim, are doomed to
figured he must be
live their lives between
a book reader. The
two eternities, the
Irish after all are
personal and the social.
a race of poets...
Susan
at
Photo By: John O’Kane
I
head
NOSH on Centre
down Gaffey toward Walkers in a rush, gun it up the hill said he frequented The Corner Café in the Palisades.
past 22nd street to 25th all the way to the peak and the vista Margaret, the owner, said he did drop in there once in
of Catalina Island, then down to Point Fermin Park on a a while. A woman who overheard our conversation, but
day when you can see forever. As I get closer it seems that refused to give her name, said that he worked part time
Walkers might be the perfect place for poets to pass time on weekends at the skating rink next to Pokey’s Sports
and get beside themselves. It’s nestled on the last street of Bar up on Western. The attendant there said his name
Pedro civilization, at the cliff of land’s end America. And sounded familiar and that she thought he used to work
it’s easy to forget you’re on the edge of our second largest there. She said she’d check it out and get back to me.
city. You feel you’re in a small town cuddling with nature.
Fresh out of leads, I left my search to chance.
And the café lies in a cul-de-sac, which keeps it local and One night in the wee hours of a First Thursday bash
neighborly and hidden from tourists who make it to these a musician, who declined to be named, said he heard
cliffs for the quick snapshot that redeems harbor-town. he was an artist, and a very good one at that, though he
We could be in County Sligo, adjacent to Drumcliff didn’t know where his studio was. My first real lead!
Churchyard, Yeats’ burial place. Though there are no Maybe Walkers was actually a poetic petri dish--or
churches within a stone’s throw. We’re actually adjacent rather pedri plate!--and my namesake was just going
to Sunken City, a collapsed ledge below the cliff that was off in new creative directions like the Irish often do.
once part of it. There must be a steeple somewhere in this
In the meantime, I developed the habit of looking
imploded mass that an archaeology student from some local up when crossing the Thomas bridge at night on the way
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to Clancey’s Pub in Long Beach, and just let it happen…
I dropped into Walkers on Easter Sunday for a
late aft beer buzz to renew my search, figuring he might
be celebrating on this famous day in our homeland’s
history. It was when “insurgents” proclaimed the birth
of the Irish Republic in 1916, though the Brits with
their superior military quickly put it down. Much to
my surprise, there was hardly anyone there. Then I
remembered that the actual uprising didn’t happen until
Monday because the German ship bringing munitions
was intercepted by the Brits. So I returned the next day.
“Here comes that guy again looking for
Johnny O’Kane!!!,” someone from behind the counter
blurts to a fellow worker as I enter the doorway.
It turns out the source of the comment is Carol;
the receiver a new employee I hadn’t seen before.
I ignore the comments, like it was
my
first
visit,
and
re-inspect
the
space.
“I’ll have a peanut butter and jelly sandwich,” I
tell the unfamiliar employee. “That’s a popular item back
where I come from! You guys turn it into a delicacy!”
“…you gotta be kidding!!” “…well, not really!…
so by how much did I miss you know who?” I ask Carol.
“…was
here
earlier,
bout
2
or
so, said he had to go fix his bike…”
“…must’ve known I would drop in today, huh!?”
Silence. My first impression was right on.
Walker’s does make you feel you’re smack in the
middle of rural Oklahoma. And if the feeling bypasses
you, the sign on the wall can’t: “IT’S HARD TO BE
HUMBLE WHEN YOU’RE FROM OKLAHOMA.”
According to Richard and Audrey, the current
owners, this is respectful homage to the café’s founder,
Bessie Walker (Richard’s mother), who was born in central
Oklahoma and moved to Pedro when she was 22, opening
Walkers with her husband in 1945. And by the way, her
picture on the menu uncannily resembles Bonnie Parker,
half of the real-life tandem adapted for “Bonnie and Clyde”
that terrorized Oklahoma banks during the Depression!
It’s fitting that bikers hang here since Oklahoma was
also the last stop for the Hell’s Angels’ parents, according
to Hunter Thompson, before heading to California in
the 30s. What better place to wet your dust-bowl whistle
than along the Pacific! Their gene-trail actually begins
in Britain where they’re among a sizable group of folks
who didn’t fit the program and shipped across the Atlantic.
America, the land of the second chance. We’re all their
descendants in one way or another. Many of them settled
in Appalachia before panhandling to the sooner state.
The same bullies that sent our colonial patriots
packing put it to the Irish over the years, and branded them
as outsiders. And this is exactly the identity of the currentday Hell’s Angels according to Thompson, not “born
losers” as the media was so fond of. He portrayed the bikers
as edgy lifestyle artists who had the passion to challenge
society and do what normal citizens couldn’t. They could
also be outlaws who stepped over the line and just did it!
This freedom made them hugely popular among the masses,
but also among artists and intellectuals who saw them as

poets of their flesh, brethren whose actions made them oral
bards of the road. In fact in the mid-60s Allen Ginsberg
sent an open invitation to the Hell’s Angels to join him and
the literary wing of the antiwar movement in an Oakland
protest. And in Tom Wolfe’s The Electric Kool-Aid Acid
Test there’s a section where the “merry pranksters,” hangin
at Ken Kesey’s ranch, invite the Angels to their party.
It must be no mere coincidence that Angels Gate
art studios and gallery sits atop the hill behind Walkers.
Ginsberg was also infatuated with Neal Cassady,
the real life Sal Paradise of Kerouac’s On the Road who
was always on one, enroute to some fleeting destination.
He couldn’t stay put. Not even long enough to write
things down. And he wanted to be a writer so bad! But
according to Ginsberg he already was. He was an epic
talker, an oral poet who walked the walk, spoke many
truths in quality words to express his passion for living.
And it was amped up by technology. New vistas for
the auto followed the arrival of the interstate highway
system, new road maps to the soul of America. The bikers
benefited from these changes as well. Those iron horses
manufactured right after WWII propelled them to find
the wild west all over the place. They just had to GO!
So it makes sense that Ginsberg sent an invite to
the Angels. He glimpsed poetry in their badass behavior;
metaphors in their attitudes. Though he unfortunately had
to write it. If he’d been in a position to talk it to them,
if he’d been one of them, he might have seen it coming.
Once at that demo in Oakland they switched sides and
helped the cops beat heads! This hardly meant they were
for the “pigs” and against those who rejected the war.
But they were good patriots who didn’t run that easily,
and certainly didn’t feel like truckin with snooty poets.
“…where ya been!,” someone hollers, breaking the
silence. Then silence again as no one else recognizes the
visitor. It’s unclear who in the crowd speaks up. All heads
turn toward him, and then the stares await the revelation.
The visitor puts a face on the voice and moves toward it.
“Saul, that you?,” the voice rings out.
“Hey…what’s
up
dude?...ain’t

been

that

long,

a

few

months

maybe…”

“…more
like…a
year
or
so...”
“…no no…”
“…your
hair
and…like
ya
been
undercover
or
somethin!...you
didn’t
go
and sell out did ya?...you a narc now!?”
“Ohhhh…you kiddin man!, been off the stuff
for a while but, hey, what’s that…let the cops do
what they do but…am all for that…just cuz ain’t got a
haircut for a while!!...been up north, just got back.”
“Last time I saw you here you was just gettin
back too!..seems you’re either goin or comin!...”
“…well, always…never been a homebody, love to get
out there and mix it up, meet new folks, find somethin that…”
“Thought ya mighta upped for Kabool
or somethin, keep it in the family sorta!…”
A
few
in
the
crowd
now
recognize
him
and
pass
their
low
fives.
“The kid’s okay, he’ll work it out…did my thing
35
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in Nam and paid for it!...my colors don’t run, just gimme
a good cause!...not that it matters too much, no politics for
me…nothing ever really changes one way or another…”
“…yeah, those are my colors too!”
He points to his bike out front, and
turns around to show old glory on his back.
“America’s out there where you least expect
it, whippin through those little towns and feelin
freedom hit ya in the face…findin whatever or whoever,
somethin you never knew…ya just don’t see it all from
here, dreamin away…the more pieces of America you
grab out there the less puzzled you…you start to get it
right and know when and what to do, fight or not for
whatever…don’t know what’s goin on out there now
with that dubya, man!!!” “Well, we’re all Americans…”
“…gotta go!”
“…where ya stayin?”
“With ma…she’s still a good catlick and wants
me to be one too!...am obligin her as far as I can…”
He revved up the machine and was off, like he’d
found it. As I got up to leave, someone emerged from the
crowd and said: “Here’s a flier for Johnny O’Kane’s run.”
“…thanks...didn’t know he had one!!”
I examine the flier. It’s nicely designed around the
colors. The run is sponsored by the Ironworkers Motorcycle
Club. The route, colorfully mapquested, snakes through
the Cleveland National Forest along the Ortega HWY
from Corona in the IE to Rancho Santa Margarita in the
Laguna Hills. It begins near the site of the original Hell’s
Angels chapter, and covers an area familiar from “The Wild
Angels,” the 1966 Roger Corman docudrama with Peter
Fonda and Bruce Dern. Then I notice a few stops along the
way, “watering holes:” Angel’s Sports Bar, Hell’s Kitchen…
WOW! This can’t be an accident. He must be like
those ancient Irish storytellers who put the errant spices of
life into storied stews no one can refuse. Truth is stranger
than fiction but not as reliable or as useful! Spinning yarns
on the run is maybe how you get your thing together,
get some perspective on it all. The Irish are always on
the run, grabbing takes on the impossible whenever
they can, replaying the feeling of what it’s like to lack a
settled homeland. Mobility can shake up the passions and
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get you beside yourself on the way to changing places.
He was one step ahead of me, inviting one and all to
“contact Irish” if they had any questions! I’d have gotten my
training wheels out of storage right then but I saw a note in the
bottom left corner: “Please No Guns, Knives Or Attitudes.”
Some weeks later, fresh out of leads, I was peeking
at the Notre Dame game with a Guinness in the Club Royal,
Pedro’s oldest saloon. I noticed one wall was plastered
with sites and faces of Pedro’s past. The images seemed to
capture some special moments. I looked at them for a while,
intrigued for some unknown reason. Lost in the pictures,
distracted by the game, someone breaks the monotony.
“Ever find Johnny O’Kane?,” a customer
down the bar hollers. It’s Sonny who hangs
at Walkers. “You must be gettin close by now!”
“…just green herrings so far.”
“…he used to come in here a lot, still
does once in a while…that’s his dad, Alex,
there on the wall…and he’s up there too.”
I go over to the wall and give the pictures another
look. The photo of Alex seems quite old, probably from
the 70s. He looks familiar, but I couldn’t place the face.
Then it hit me. He closely resembles my brother from
some years ago! And just above this photo is one of my
namesake standing proudly on top of the Thomas bridge,
bigger than life. The light in this photo is off and it’s
hard to get a clear sense of what he looks like. I patiently
examine every detail of the photo, trying to restore it in
my imagination. No, it can’t be me! Perhaps my uncle in
his youth, whom I was named after? Yet it really doesn’t
matter. We’re all just one big tribe wandering around in
search of a space free of aliens anyway, destined to meet
up somewhere. In growing up I remember new family
members with suspicious pedigree dropping on our doorstep.
It’s the cursed luck of the Irish to replace
each other indefinitely. And we never die. According
to Yeats in “Under Ben Bulben,” one of his last
poems from 1939, our spirits live on forever.
“Though gravediggers’ toil is long / Sharp
their spades, their muscles strong / They but thrust
their buried men / Back in the human mind again.”
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Exit the Decider,
Spinning His
Successor
Jack Miles

I

n one of the several recent highprofile exit interviews that former
President George W. Bush arranged
for himself in his final weeks in office, he told Charles Gibson of ABC
that he “wished the intelligence had
been different” about weapons of
mass destruction in Iraq. With Gibson’s grandfatherly acquiescence,
the President consolidated his most
frequently repeated exit assertion—
namely, that the intelligence he was
provided in 2003 indicated that
Saddam Hussein had nuclear weapons. When the former president was
given this mistaken intelligence, he
implied to Gibson as earlier to others, why, he just had to go to war lest
the next wake-up call be a mushroom
cloud, to recall his security advisor’s
memorable line. If the war was a
mistake, it surely wasn’t his mistake.
Such is the version of the path to war
in Iraq that the ex-President and his
apologists have clearly hoped would
become history, but it is a self-serving fiction. The question at this point
is whether the Obama Administration will become party to the fiction.
Though intelligence deals
necessarily with a moving target,
on balance the pre-war intelligence
delivered to the President indicated
that Saddam Hussein’s Iraq was
not a nuclear threat to the United
States, yet the President proceeded
to tell the American people
otherwise. The intelligence agencies
did not mislead the president.
The president misled the nation.
A classified intelligence
report delivered to the President in
October 2002 indicated deep division
in the intelligence community over
whether Iraq’s purchase of aluminum
tubes meant that it so much as had
a development program for nuclear
weapons still under way. But there was
no division over whether any other
Iraqi weapons program constituted a
clear and present danger to the United
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States. A second report delivered to
the President in early January 2003
indicated that Iraq would not launch
an unprovoked attack on the United
States either directly or indirectly,
through cooperation with terrorists.
If attacked by the United States, Iraq
might not even attempt a counterattack on U.S. soil, the report said.
The existence and content
of these two memos was revealed
as far back as March 2006 in a
sober, meticulously sourced National
Journal article by Murray Waas, who
wrote that four earlier presidential
intelligence briefings, beginning in
spring 2002, had also described an
Iraqi attack as unlikely. Yet having been
briefed on these reports, the president
chose to say on September 12, 2002:
“With every step the Iraqi
regime takes toward gaining and
deploying the most terrible weapons,
our own options to confront that regime
will narrow. And if an emboldened
regime were to supply these weapons
to terrorist allies, then the attacks
of September the 11th would be
a prelude to far greater horrors.”
Did the import of his several
briefings perhaps escape the busy
president? Waas, citing interviews
as well as records, wrote that the
president read the key January 2003
intelligence estimate in the presence
of then CIA Director George Tenet
and discussed it with him at some
length: “Sources familiar with the
summary said it was highly significant
that the president was informed that it
was the unanimous conclusion of the
intelligence agencies participating
in the production of the January
2003 NIE [National Intelligence
Estimate] that Saddam was unlikely
to consider attacking the U.S. unless
Iraq was attacked first”—and perhaps
not even then. It bears recalling
that the United States had created
two large no-fly zones in Iraq after
the First Gulf War and during the
ensuing decade had bombed Iraq
several times with complete impunity
when the zones were violated.
Further confirmation that the
President knew the score arrived in
the form of a British memo, leaked
to the New York Times, about his twohour meeting later in January of 2003

with British Prime Minister Tony
Blair. Contrary to the dramatic claim
that Secretary of State Colin Powell
would shortly make to the United
Nations that unconventional weapons
had already been found in Iraq, David
Manning, then Blair’s top foreign
policy advisor and the author of the
memo, describes the president and
the prime minister as in agreement
that no such weapons would be
found before the planned invasion.
Yet after their meeting, the president
told quite a different story to the
waiting reporters. Saddam Hussein,
he said, was “a danger to the world.”
Not everyone was taken
in. German intelligence challenged
the Bush Administration’s reliance
on an Iraqi source whom they had
nicknamed “Curveball.” Hans Blix,
chief U.N. weapons inspector, found
that American tips about secret
weapons facilities in Iraq repeatedly
failed to check out. Toward the end of
2005, Rep. John Conyers (D., Mich.)
and his staff produced a 182-page
report with 1,022 footnotes in support
of a resolution “regarding grounds for
possible impeachment.” The linchpin
of the Conyers Report was the
infamous Downing Street Memo, in
which senior British officials reported
in July 2002 that “intelligence and
facts were being fixed around the
policy” by the Bush Administration.
But note well: the import of the
Downing Street Memo was not that
American intelligence agencies had
misled the Bush Administration. It
was that the Administration was
fixing the intelligence around the
policy that it had decided upon.
Talk continues about a
congressional investigation of the
Bush Administration’s torture policy,
but the premise and justification for
torture was always the background
claim of looming nuclear peril of
which the former president has
made so much. But did the CIA ever
make that claim to President Bush
without unmaking it with massive
qualifications? President Obama
seemed prepared to think so when
he said, defending his choice of
Leon Panetta to head the CIA, that
he wanted intelligence “no longer
geared to telling the President what

the President wants to hear.” That
is a laudable goal, of course; yet if
Murray Waas is right, the CIA did
not tell President Bush what he
wanted to hear. The claim that it did
so would seem to be the cover story
for something far more disturbing
than an intelligence mistake.
“Great is the guilt of an
unnecessary war,” John Adams wrote,
having spared the newborn United
States of America a war that could
have brought its life to an early close.
An unnecessary war, deceptively sold
to the public by the misrepresentation
of state secrets, is tantamount to
treason. President Obama must not
be party, even indirectly, to any
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attempt to transform high crimes and
misdemeanors into honest mistakes
or retroactively to pass the buck to
another desk than the one where
it proverbially and properly stops.
Sources
Los Angeles Times Archive, “Bush
Tells ABC News: ‘I was unprepared
for war,’” December 2, 2008.
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Gaza and
Sports Collide
I

T

Dave Zirin

n January 2008, Egyptian soccer
star Mohamed Aboutreika followed a
goal by raising his shirt to reveal the
slogan “Sympathize with Gaza.” His
actions were meant to put a spotlight
onto the economic embargo that
Israel had imposed on Palestinians in
Gaza after the election of the Hamas
government.
Days before the ceasefire
halted the carnage in Gaza city last
month, history repeated as Sevilla
(Spain) striker Fredi Kanoute raised
his shirt after scoring a goal to reveal
a shirt that said “Palestine” in multiple
languages. Kanoute is not an obscure
player. In 2007, he was named African
player of the year, even though he
was born in France (his family is from
Mali).
After earning a £3,000 fine for
his political gesture, famed Barcelona
coach, Jose Guardiola stood up for
him, saying: “The fine is absolutely
excessive. If they always banned
these type of things, then journalists
would not be able to write columns...
Every war is absurd, and too many
innocent people have died for us to
be fining people for things like this.”
Welcome to 2009, when
Israel’s offensive on Gaza, ceasefire or
no, is finding expression in the sports
world. It’s a development that should
give supporters of Israel’s actions in
Gaza a great deal of pause.
Kanoute’s actions come
on the heels of an event in Ankara,
Turkey when the Israeli basketball
team, Bnei Hasharon, had to flee
the court from what the Associated
Press described as “hundreds of fistpumping, chanting Turkish Fans.”
Before the game could begin,
angry chants of “Israeli killers!” came
down from the crowd, as Palestinian
flags appeared in their hands. Then,
in a scene that would look familiar to
George Bush, off came the shoes, and
footwear rained down from the stands
(the shoes didn’t hit any players).
A melee then began between
1,500 police officers and Turkish fans,
as the fans advanced toward the court.
Both Hasharon and the Turkish team
Turk Telecom were hurried to the
40
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locker rooms where they remained for
two hours.
Hasharon for feited the contest.
It says something that Israel found
reckoning on the basketball court
long before any kind of International
Criminal Court.
According to sports historians,
a sporting event hasn’t been actually
stopped in such a manner--with
fans turning the stands into a site of
protest--since July 25, 1981, when
South Africa’s Springbok rugby team
had to cancel a game in New Zealand
when fans occupied the field of play
to protest apartheid.
Israel has historically been
adamant that any comparisons
between the Israeli state and South
Africa are absolutely false and even
anti-semitic. Jimmy Carter provoked
their outrage of course when he
published his book, Palestine: Peace
not Apartheid.
But this parallel, when related
to sports, should not be taken lightly.
One of the most effective tools against
apartheid South Africa was the South
African Non-Racialised Olympic
Committee, which attempted to
use sports as away to highlight and
broadcast the inequities of the South
African government. Sports can bring
a political spotlight and unwanted
attention onto a society like few other
forces in the international community,
galvanizing, attention, passion and,
as we saw in Turkey, anger.
Israel hasn’t helped itself in
this regard by making sports a target
in the war. On January 9th the IDF
bombed Gaza’s Palestine National
Stadium. The stadium was also the
head of the Palestinian Football
Association. The structure was built
in 2005 partially with funds from

Fifa. The facility will now need to
be rebuilt again (in 2006 it was also
bombed). It was meant to be a symbol
of a Palestinian state, something that
united the West Bank and Gaza as an
expression of unity. Now it is rubble.
In addition, perhaps fearing
a repeat of Ankara, the Israel
Football Federation is preventing
any club matches from being played
in Palestinian towns. As Jimmy
Johnson, who works in Jerusalem
for the Israeli Committee Against
House Demolitions told me: “These
are not Palestinian clubs from the
West Bank, East Jerusalem or Gaza,
but for Palestinian citizens of Israel,
sometimes called Arab Israelis, who
are almost 20% of the population,
vote in Israeli elections, etc.”
This has gotten little press in
the US, but in the soccer-mad Middle
East, it is altogether insult on top of
injury.
Sports, which we are
repeatedly told represent a sacredly
apolitical space, a place to flee the
headaches of the real world, has now
been thrust into the heart of a conflict
raw with politics in a way we haven’t
seen in quite some time. Protests
against Israeli actions in Gaza are sure
to continue in sporting events outside
the US. But the ramifications could
very easily be felt inside our borders,
as political leaders come to the White
House and tell the new administration
tales of sports fans gone wild.

Dave Zirin is the author of A People’s
History of Sports in the United
States. You can receive his column at
dave@edgeofsports.com.
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America’s other
glorious war
Wi l l i a m B l u m

T

he Pentagon is pushing hard
for a large increase in troops for
Afghanistan. Barack Obama has been
calling for the same since well before
the November election. Listen to the
drumbeats telling us that the security
of the United States and the Free
World necessitates increased action
in this place called Afghanistan. As
urgent as Iraq 2003, it is. Why?
What is there about this backward,
reactionary, woman-hating, failed
state that warrants hundreds of deaths
of American and NATO soldiers? That
justifies tens of thousands of
Afghan deaths since the first US
bombing attacks in October 2001?
In early December, reports
the Washington Post, “standing at
Kandahar Air Field in Afghanistan,
Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates
said the United States is making
a ‘sustained commitment’ to that
country, one that will last ‘some
protracted period of time’.” The
story goes on to discuss $300 million
in construction projects at this one
base to house additional American
forces, erecting guard stations and
towers and perimeter fencing around
the barracks area, putting in vehicle
inspection areas, administration
offices, a cold-storage warehouse, a
new power plant, electrical and water
distribution systems, communications
lines, housing for 1,500 personnel
who sustain the systems, maintenance
shops,
warehouses...America’s
wealth
bleeds
out
endlessly.
Back in April Major Gen.
David Rodriguez, commander of the
US Army’s 82nd Airborne Division,
when asked how long it would
take to create “lasting stability” in
Afghanistan, replied: “In some
way, shape or form...I think it’s a
generation.” “Stability,” it should be
noted, is a code word used regularly
by the United States since at least
the 1950s to mean that the regime in
power is willing and able to behave
the way Washington would like it to
behave. It is remarkable, and scary,
to read the US military writing about
how it goes around the world bringing
“stability” to (often ungrateful)
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people. This past October the Army
published a manual called “Stability
Operations.” It discusses numerous
American interventions all over the
world since the 1890s, one example
after another of bringing “stability” to
benighted peoples. One can picture
the young American service members
reading it, or having it fed to them in
lectures, full of pride to be a member
of such an altruistic fighting force.
For those members of the
US military in Afghanistan the most
enlightening lesson they could
receive is that their government’s
plans for that land of sadness have
little or nothing to do with the welfare
of the Afghan people. In the late
1970s through much of the 1980s,
the country had a government that
was relatively progressive, with full
rights for women; even a Pentagon
report of the time testified to the
actuality of women’s rights in the
country. And what happened to that
government? The United States
was instrumental in overthrowing
it. It was replaced by the Taliban.
Since the dissolution of the
Soviet Union, US oil companies have
been vying with Russia, Iran and
other energy interests for the massive,
untapped oil and natural gas reserves in
the former Soviet republics of Central
Asia. The building and protection of
oil and gas pipelines in Afghanistan, to
continue farther to Pakistan, India, and
elsewhere, has been a key objective
of US policy since before the 2001
American invasion and occupation of
the country. Although the subsequent
turmoil there has presented serious
obstacles to such plans. A planned
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-PakistanIndia pipeline has strong support
from Washington because, among
other reasons, the US is eager to block
a competing pipeline that would bring
gas to Pakistan and India from Iran.
But security for such projects remains
daunting, and that’s where the US
and NATO forces come in to play.
In the late 1990s, the
American oil company, Unocal,
met with Taliban officials in Texas
to discuss the pipelines. Zalmay
Khalilzad, later chosen to be the US
ambassador to Afghanistan, worked
for Unocal. Hamid Karzai, later
chosen by Washington to be the
Afghan president, also reportedly
worked for Unocal, although the
company denies this. Unocal’s talks
with the Taliban, conducted with
the full knowledge of the Clinton

administration, and undeterred by the
extreme repression of Taliban society,
continued as late as 2000 or 2001.
As for NATO, it has no reason
to be fighting in Afghanistan. Indeed,
NATO has no legitimate reason for
existence at all. Their biggest fear is
that “failure” in Afghanistan would
make this thought more present in
the world’s mind. If NATO hadn’t
begun to intervene outside of
Europe it would have highlighted its
uselessness and lack of mission. “Out
of area or out of business,” it was said.
   In June, the Canadian Center for Policy
Alternatives published a report saying
Taliban and insurgent activity against
the US-NATO presence in Kandahar
province puts the feasibility of the
pipeline project in doubt. The report
says southern regions in Afghanistan,
including Kandahar, would have
to be cleared of insurgent activity
and land mines in two years to meet
construction and investment schedules.
“Nobody is going to start putting pipe
in the ground unless they are satisfied
that there is some reasonable insurance
that the workers for the pipeline
are going to be safe,” said Howard
Brown, the Canadian representative
for the Asian Development Bank, the
major funding agency for the pipeline.
If Americans were asked
what they think their country is doing
in Afghanistan, their answers would
likely be one variation or another of
“fighting terrorism,” with some kind
of connection to 9-11. But what does
that mean? Of the tens of thousands
of Afghans killed by American/
NATO bombs over the course of
seven years, how many can it be said
had any kind of linkage to any kind
of anti-American terrorist act, other
than in Afghanistan itself during this
period? Not one, as far as we know.
The so-called “terrorist training
camps” in Afghanistan were set up
largely by the Taliban to provide
fighters for their civil conflict with
the Northern Alliance (minimally less
religious fanatics and misogynists
than the Taliban, but represented in
the present Afghan government). As
everyone knows, none of the alleged
9-11 hijackers was an Afghan; 15 of
the 19 were from Saudi Arabia; and
most of the planning for the attacks
appears to have been carried out in
Germany and the United States. So, of
course, bomb Afghanistan. And keep
bombing Afghanistan. And bomb
Pakistan. Especially wedding parties
(at least six so far).
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Invoking the
Holocaust
to Defend the
Occupation

v

John Mearsheimer
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or American readers, the great
virtue of Avraham Burg’s important
new book is that he says things about
Israel and the Jewish people that are
hardly ever heard in mainstream
discourse in the United States. It
is hard to believe how stunted and
biased the coverage of Israel is in the
American media, not to mention the
extent to which our politicians have
perfected the art of pandering to the
Jewish state. The situation got so bad
in the recent presidential campaign
that journalists Jeffrey Goldberg
and Shmuel Rosner--both staunch
defenders of Israel--wrote pieces
titled: “Enough about Israel Already.”
Let’s hope that The Holocaust
is Over is widely read and discussed,
because it makes arguments that
need to be heard and considered by
Americans of all persuasions, but
especially by those who feel a deep
attachment to Israel.
The fact that Burg wrote this
book also matters greatly. He cannot
be easily dismissed as a self-hating
Jew or a crank, as he comes from a
prominent Israeli family and has been
deeply involved in mainstream Israeli
politics for much of his adult life.
Moreover, he clearly loves Israel.
Burg makes many smart points
in his book, but I would like to focus
on what I take to be his central
arguments. His core message is that
Israel is in serious trouble at home
and there is good reason to think that
things could go horribly wrong in
the future. He emphasizes that Israel
has changed greatly since 1948. He
quotes his mother on this point:
“This country is not the country that
we built. We founded a different
country in 1948, but I don’t know
where it’s disappeared.” Israel today,
he writes, “is frighteningly similar
to the countries we never wanted to
resemble.” Talking about Israel’s shift
to the right over time, he makes the
eye-popping observation that “Jews
and Israelis have become thugs.”
Burg makes it clear that he is
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not equating Israel’s past behavior
with what happened in Nazi Germany,
but he does see disturbing similarities
between Israel and “the Germany
that preceded Hitler.” This raises the
obvious question: could Israel end up
going on a murderous rampage against
the Palestinians? Burg thinks it is
possible. He writes, “The notion that
this cannot happen to us because our
history as persecuted people makes us
immune to hatred and racism is very
dangerous. A look inside Israel shows
that the erosion has begun.” He even
raises the possibility that there might
be a civil war inside Israel, which
“will be not a war between members of
the Jewish people of different shades
of beliefs, but an uncompromising
struggle between good people and
bad people anywhere.”
Burg is aware that many
American Jews will dismiss his
arguments because they are so at
odds with the picture of Israel that
they have in their heads. Accordingly,
he reminds the reader: “I come from
there, and my friends and relatives
are still there. I listen to their talk,
know their ambitions, and feel their
heartbeats. I know where they are
headed.” And where they might be
headed worries him greatly. Again, he
fears that Israel will end up following
in the footsteps of Germany, where
“slow processes altered the perception
of reality to the degree that insanity
became the norm, and then we were
exterminated. It happened in the land
of poets and philosophers. There it
was possible, and here too, in the land
of the prophets. The establishment of
a state run by rabbis and generals is
not an impossible nightmare. I know
how difficult this comparison is, but
please open your ears, eyes, and
hearts.”
Many American Jews think
that Israel is in trouble today because
of anti-Semitism, or because it is
surrounded by dangerous adversaries
who threaten Israel’s very existence.
Israelis themselves, Burg reminds
us, love to emphasize that “the entire
world is against us.” He dismisses
these wrongheaded beliefs: “Today
we are armed to the teeth, better
equipped than any other generation in
Jewish history. We have a tremendous
army, an obsession with security, and
the safety net of the United States.
Anti-Semitism seems ridiculous, even
innocuous compared with the strength
of the Jewish people of today.”

For Burg, Israel’s troubles
are self-inflicted. Specifically, he
maintains that the principal cause
of Israel’s problems is the legacy of
the Holocaust, which has become
omnipresent in Israeli life. “Not a day
passes,” he writes, “without a mention
of the Shoah in the only newspaper
I read, Ha’aretz.” Indeed, Israeli
children are taught in school that “we
are all Shoah survivors.” The result
is that Israelis (and most American
Jews for that matter) cannot think
straight about the world around them.
They think that everyone is out to get
them, and that the Palestinians are
hardly any different than the Nazis.
Given this despairing perspective,
Israelis believe that almost any means
is justified to counter their enemies.
The implication of Burg’s argument
is that if there was less emphasis
on the Holocaust, Israelis would
change their thinking about “others”
in fundamental ways and this would
allow them to reach a settlement
with the Palestinians and lead a more
peaceful and decent life.
There is some truth in this
defensive psychological argument,
but Burg also provides much evidence
for a different interpretation of how
the Holocaust relates to Israeli life. In
particular, he shows that Israeli society
is plagued with a host of serious
problems that are threatening to tear it
apart and that the Holocaust is a “tool
at the service of the Jewish people,”
which they use to protect Israel from
criticism and to keep those centrifugal
forces at bay. He identifies three basic
problems:
1) Israelis are badly divided
among themselves; “the Jewish world
always had colossal disputes between
colossal figures”; 2) the grave
danger that large numbers of Israelis
will emigrate to Europe and North
America; and 3) the Occupation,
which has had a corrupting effect on
Israeli society and has drawn criticism
from all around the globe. Playing the
Holocaust card, Burg shows, is thought
to be the best way to deal with these
problems. He quotes the Israeli writer,
Boaz Evron, to make this point: the
Shoah “is our main asset nowadays.
This is the only thing by which we try
to unify the Jews. This is the only way
to scare Israelis into not emigrating.
This is the only thing by which they
try to silence the gentiles.”
Of course, there is another
instrument that Israel and its defenders

B
frequently employ, which is the charge
of anti-Semitism.
To take my instrumentalist
argument a step further, Burg provides
evidence that the main reason that
Israelis and their supporters constantly
invoke the Holocaust is because of the
Occupation, and the horrible things
that Israel has done and continues
to do to the Palestinians. The Shoah
is the weapon that Israelis and their
supporters in the Diaspora use to fend
off criticism and to allow Israel to
continue committing crimes against
the Palestinians. Burg writes: “All is
compared to the Shoah, dwarfed by
the Shoah, and therefore all is allowed,
be it fences, sieges, crowns, curfews,
food and water deprivation, or
unexplained killings. All is permitted
because we have been through the
Shoah and you will not tell us how to
behave.”
The best evidence that Israel’s
obsession with the Holocaust is
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linked with the Occupation is found
in Burg’s discussion of the evolution
of Israeli thinking about the Holocaust
itself. He shows clearly that Israeli
thinking about the Shoah has varied
considferably over time. The leaders of
the Yishuv “did very little in response
to the annihilation of Europe’s Jews”
when it was happening. “They did not
want to waste emotional resources
that could otherwise be channeled into
building the Jewish state.” Moreover,
Israelis did not focus much attention
on the Holocaust in the first decade
or so after 1948, and they showed
surprisingly little sympathy for the
survivors who came to Israel after the
war. But all that changed in the 1960s,
starting with the Eichmann trial, but
picked up a head of steam after Israel
conquered the West Bank and Gaza in
1967 and began the Occupation.
“To understand the wrong turn
we took,” he writes, “we need to go
back to the 1960s, the Eichmann trial,
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the Six-Day War, and all that lies in
between.” He goes even further and
notes that the 1990s--and remember
that the First Intifada broke out in
December 1987--was the “decade of
transition from the mythology of the
early state to the obsessive journeys
to the scene of the crime.” The pattern
seems clear: the Holocaust has been
the main weapon that Israelis (and their
supporters abroad) have employed to
provide cover for the horrors Israel
has inflicted on the Palestinians in the
Occupied Territories.
All of this is to say that the
best way to rescue Israel from its
plight is not simply to get beyond the
Holocaust, but to end the Occupation.
Then, the need to talk incessantly about
the Holocaust will be greatly reduced
and Israel will be a much healthier and
secure country. Sadly, there is no end
in sight to the Occupation, and thus
we are likely to hear more, not less,
about the Holocaust in years ahead.
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